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The Mennonite congregation at Woodmigration) and we herewith publake, California, have recently decided
We are again nearing General lish a copy of the minister's reply to relieve their pastor, J. J. Engbrecht,
Conference of 1920, when we are through his private secretary.
from his former duties towards that
We therefore advise for the ben- church. The great distance of the field
expected to make our yearly report. And since there are quite a efit of those coming that each from his sickly parents in South Dakota,
few ministers who have not for- bishop in the United States ascer- whose only living child he is, was the
warded their examination blanks, tain as near as possible the number cause of this decision. The Engbrecht
family has been away from their field
we kindly ask you to do so. We of delegates and visitors coming
for five months, taking care of his
well know t h a t our ministers are and at what points they will enter
sickly mother. It is hoped that Rev. H.
not slackers, but busy folks, but Canada and report the same to Eld. A. Bachman will be able to take the
this is one of the things t h a t D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ont., not lat- place of the former pastor. Let it be
should be attended to when receiv- er than April 15th 1920, who will remembered by the many friends that
ing the blanks because of its im- inform the minister of colonization Brother Engbrecht's address now is
portance and your connection with and immigration and our people Freemen, South Dakota.
our Beloved Brotherhood. So we need have no fear of not being adkindly ask those brethren t h a t mitted.

SPECIAL NOTICE

have not complyed with General
Conference ruling to do so at once.
C. C. BURKHOLDER, Chairman.
L. 0. MUSSER, Sec'y.

GENERAL CONFERENCE
General Conference for 1920 will
be held in the "Sixth Line church,"
Nottawa district, Ontario, opening
on the 20th day of May. All matt e r s for consideration must be in
the hands of General Conference
Secretary by April 15.
The R. R. station is Duntroon,
on the Grand Trunk lines, via Hamilton.
All mail intended for General
Conference, to be delivered during
Its sessions, should be addressed to
Duntroon, Ont., Can., in care of
General Conference.
C. N. HOSTETTER,
General Conference Secretary.
SPECIAL NOTICE

Richard Fisher, Chairman.
Ernest J .Swalm, Secy of Committe on Arrangements.

Copy of reply of Minister of Immigration and Colonization, Canada.
Sir: In reply to your letter of the
29th Ultimo I am directed to inform you there will be no difficulty in the members of your conference entering Canada for your
annual gathering near Collingwood
in May next . Providing that there
are no delegates of the German, or
Austrian nationality. We cannot
even yet guarantee that those who
still remain subjects of Germany or
Austria will be allowed to came in
without difficulty. A German or
Austrian who has been naturalized
in the United States, or some other
allied or neutral country will not
meet with difficulty. You do not
require any papers to enter or
leave, but if you will write a few
weeks in advance through what
ports, and what number of delegates will be entering Canada, we
will gladly instruct our inspectors
on the International Boundary at
such ports.

Owing to certain rumors which
were spreading and causing some
some alarm among the Brotherhood that those who were intending to come to conference next
spring would have trouble crossing
t h e line, Eld. D. W. Heise took the
Your obedient servant,
m a t t e r up with Hon. J. A. Calder
T. C. Blair, Secretary.
(Minister of Colonization and Im- To D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ont.

Special Notice

All Evangelists who wish recognition
by General Conference as Evangelists
are hereby requested to make application for said recognition before May 1„
1920, to the Home Mission Board. Applications only considered when accompanied with proper credentials as outlined
under Art. 7, Sec. 4. Revised Constitution and By-Laws.
Tent Campaigns.
Heretofore the Home Mission Board
has been greatly hindered and at times
delayed in arranging the summer's campaign because of not knowing the desires of the various districts who wished
to have tent meetings. This work has
reached such large proportions that it
will be necessary for this board to at
least partially arrange its slate before
conference sessions.
WILL ALL DISTRICTS WHO WISH
Tent Meeting this coming season please
inform the secretary of the Home Mission Board at once, as additional equipment will be needed in some instances
and this cannot be secured late in t h e
season under these abnormal conditions.
Tent Workers.
We greatly desire to get in touch
with those who feel called to this special line of service or mission work,
who will be available for tent meetings
from June 1 to September 15th. It wiir
greatly facilitate our work if we can
have your names at once. Kindly state
age, if not previously engaged with the
Home Mission Board.
M. G. ENGLE Chairman.
V. L. STUMP, Secretary.
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which virtually means a creed without a divine Christ. This move-.
ment is not one in which the Holy

EDITORIAL
A FEW PLAIN FACTS
It is not with t h e spirit of controversy that we from time to
time call the attention of our readers to the great moral and spiritual
issues of the day and sometimes
freely comment upon movements

awake church people have been Spirit is uniting believers into one
watching with interest the activ- body by a spiritual baptism, nor is
ities of the "Inter-Church World it forming them into a solid
Movement."
phalanx for orthordoxy, but if we
T h i s s c h e m e o f a n o r g a n i c u n i o n can read the spiritual thermometer
b e t w e e n a l l t h e P r o t e s t a n t b o d i e s correctly it is preparing the multiof A m e r i c a
was
d e v e l o p e d a b o u t tudes for the worship of the anti-

or the activity of individuals in the

the

religious world.
I t is with a profound sense of
duty to our readers and the church
t o whom under God we are responsible for sounding out through
t h e pages of the Evangelical Visit o r the note of warning whenever
w e in our limited wisdom feel it
to to be our duty.
We are well aware that when one
takes the position these days of
, e
„ , , ±.
, ,.
.
-a defender of old time t r u t h and
, n
,
...:-" • ,;-:".
power and does not readily tail in
~ , ~
, .
w i t h every Pied Piper who happens
"• - ;
„,,„,,
t o be piping a strain of Modern» «TT- i
^i ••• •
» <1T-, ,
ism,
Higher Criticism,
Feder.. „
,
,,~ . ...
„ , .
ation and even Spiritism, he is
,
. . . .
•considered prejudiced, narrow, sec.
.
, .
.
tarian, unlearned, and in short so
, , . , , , ' , .
,, , ,
•
far behind the times t h a t he is
.,
.
hardly worth consideration, and
. , ,, ,
.,
„ •'•'i,
wouldn t be, were it not for the
,,
. . . . . . . . ., .,
,
thorn which he incidentally thrusts
,.
.,
„ .,
.
„
in the sides of the enemies of
_ , , . , , .
,
Christ and a clean, pure gospel,
with his frequent and definite testimony to the fact that Jesus Christ
is still able to save unto the uttermost all them t h a t come unto
'God by Him and t h a t real salvation
still puts the shout of victory, and
t h e halo of glory in the camp of
t h e saints.
The world has been intensely interested
in. sore
the
great
oftried
tions
world.
of
nations
hard
a to
sick,
which
And
of
form,
the
,, at
some
to
the
world
and
cure
of
,same
. League
the
the
troublesome
have
, time
foremost
troubles
wide
. Na. ,

This
movement, if carried out
t i o n s p l a n w a s o r g a n i z e d . It howa n d ad
developed rapidly since the
° P t e d by all the church deever
nom na
i t i o n s would in many inc i o s e 0 f the war and is today a freq u e n t topic of conversation in re- stances close our churches as t h e
lig-ious circles This movement at community idea is the final hope
of t h i s
organization. This would
h e a r t s e e k s f o r t h e final unity of
mean that
the
smaller churches
t h e Protestant and Roman Catholic
woi;dd
hurches.
We
here
give
a
short
give
way
to
the larger ones
c
and as w e failed to h a v e t h e great_
quotation from Bishop Greer, of the
es
Epi S C O p a i church
* number of adherents in many
.
communities we would practically
"What we need in these times is .
, ,,
.
T . sign our own death warrant.
organic union m the churches. If
. . . ,. .
,
T,
n , .
It would be an ideal thing to
all denomination, Catholic, Protest-.
,,
see greater cooperation among the
ant combined, became one, we -,,
. „,, . . . ., ,,
.
followers of Christ, but there are
would then have a great universal
.
, 7 . 1 . 1
not very many churches that have
church. In England, the war has
, .
,
.,
,
• much in common when it comes to
broken down some of the bars be- ;
, ,. •
•."•'+,
v i
the presentation 01 Evangelical
tween the Episcopal and non-Con.
.- .
.
truths. As a people we teach a
formist churches, and in Canada a
.
;.,..'.-.,
.
genuine repentance for and a conpartial union exists between the „
„ . , ,
,,
fession of sin to be the necessary
Methodist and Presbyterian de.
,
.
requisite for a man to accept by
nominations, so that the United „ . , , , ,
.,
, n , . ,,
faith the merits 01 Christ s sacriStates is not alone in her move- „.
;•'•:•,.
,.
,, ,
7
fice, death and resurrection; t h a t
ment toward a greater unity.
...
, ., .
,
,. , ,
believers should be baptized by
This same Bishoy has asked t h a t t r i n e immersion and t h a t a full and
a Roman Catholic priest be permit- CO mplete consecration is the duty
ted to conduct one of the Holy a n ( j privilege of every child of God
Week services. Nearly all the pop- a n ( j t h a t in the doing of the same,
ular churches of the United States J n the power of the spirit, the behave expressed their sympathy li e V er is prepared to receive by
with the movement.
faith
the
cleansing
provided
As a rule a dumb animal will through the blood of Christ for
take notice of a coming storm and "Adamic sin," and the baptism of
C h r i Ghost;
s t s h o u that
l d l a yevery
e followany
intelligent,
Christian
can
movement
ganic
which
not of
readily
movement
present
shallwhich
see
be
. creeds
. converted
agreeable
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ofsimply
. outward
. trend
but
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is to
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unity,
creed
this
all,
or- ethe
and
superflous
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dress
,godliness;
a sign
Continued
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hearts and skulls. Man separated except i t was by revelation.from God, but how to again rePaul says Abrham's faith was aciinTTivTT?«e
J: n
u--'-'* ,. vo„™ counted unto him for righteousHOLlJNKsS
store fellowship was a problem
. .', » ,
,„
u
i
T u
• „ ness. Heb. 11:4.
ByJ faith Abel
t
man could not solve. Job cries ~~
;
v(Continued)
^
„
,••.•••','«
offered unto God a more excellent
s. G. ENGLE
out, Can a man be just before s a c r i f i c e t h a n C a i n » H e b
u.7.
The Old Testament made little G o d ? " N o ? Again as in agony of « B f a i t h N o a h w a s ' w a r n e d , " Heb.
difference between the ceremonial s o u i w e hear the cry, "Neither is n . 8
«<By f a i t h Abraham went
and moral, b u t as Israel grew t o there a days-man (or umpire) be- o u t ; *. T h e f o u n d a t i o n of all Justiunderstand the difference between t w i x t U s t h a t might lay hands on f i c a t i o n b o t h 0 l d and New is first
the clean and the unclean, it took u s both." Job. 9:33; one t h a t can o f t o believe in God, faith in
one step more, t o lift the moral reconcile God to man. To meet ffim w o r k e d our in Israel the cerinto the spiritual, the external m- this cry Jehovah gave t o man a m o n i a l a n d t h e s a c rifical, looking
to t h e internal. This step was i a w provided with ceremonies and f o r w a r d to a better day with r e taken by Jesus when He taught sacrifices, that if he obeyed in all joicining.
that the principle of defilement things written therein, and in i t p a j t h {§ the warp and woof runwas within man. "That it is not w a s the shedding of blood, then n i n g a l l through the Old and New
t h a t which enters into man t h a t would h e stand justified before Testament.
denies, but t h a t which cometh Qod.
Abraham was a type of Gentile
out." This raises Old Testament
F a i t h in the blood, and by the Justification who believed without
religion to a new and higher level working out of the law put man circumcision, of which Cornelius
and further teaches the possibii- o n a n e w footing. Justification in was the first anti-type, of whom
ity of liberating the inner prin- i t s deepest Bible sense is t o p u t Peter says regarding him, "I perciple from defilemnet. This step \n a right relation, on a proper ceive that God is no respector of
brings us face to face with the footing before God. But we see persons but in every nation h e
higher spiritual realm of Hoiiness the limitations in the above state- that feareth Him and worketh
as taught in the New Testament, m e n t and wonder if man was just- righteousness is accepted of Him,"
or from the old to the new dispen- ifi e d by faith in the blood and Acts 10:34-35. To be accepted of
sation.
works of the law before the law God is to be justified before Him
In the long past, God through was given. Yes. God gave man or put on the right footing.
Moses, raised the Old Testament a command while y e t innocent,
Abraham believed without t h e
standard in Deut. 18:13, "Thou "Thou shalt not eat," following works of the law, being neither
shalt be perfect with Lord thy the breaking of this command he at Jew nor Christian, as do also t h e
God," the margin reads, (be thou once received law in guilt. The Gentiles (the Jewish dispensation
upright or sincere), the New Tes- shedding of blood began, Gen. 3: lying between the two.) Old Testament answers in Math. 5:48, "Be 21 "And unto Adam and his wife tament religion had in i t the forye therefore perfect even as your did the Lord God make coats of giveness oi sins, following offerFather which" is in Heaven is per- skins and clothed them," the in- ings of appointed sacrifices, see
feet." In approaching New Testa- nocent dying t o furnish covering Lev. 5: 10, 13. 16. 18. This was
ment Holiness i t may be well t o for our parents. Here is a glor- the privilege of Gentiles as well as
look at the foundation, as nothing ious type of man's justification. Jews by coming the way of t h e
is stronger than the foundation up- As I stand beside the altar of Abel laws laid down by Jehovah, a gloron which i t rests. The Old Testa- I feel as though I want to read a ious privilege, for whosoever will
ment Holiness also rested upon a chapter t h a t is misiing, which if may come. This t r u t h is a step
pedestal, very noticeable, and en- written would tell me how Abel which crosses the threshold from
larged until i t became a rock upon was taught to trust in the sacri- law into grace. From the Old into
which Christ built and is still fice. Again as I stand by the altar the New dispensation,' from a forbuilding His church.
of Noah as h e came out of the giveness of sins into a justified
We need not go over the old ark and offered animals thereon, state before God. Paul's writing
story of Adam's transgression, may I imagine I am asking the t o the Col. 2:13 and Rom. 4: 6, 8,
whereby relationship was lost and question, "Where did you learn to builds a bridge over the awful
with i t man's rich inheritance, sacrifice clean animals, how did chasm of sin t o forgiveness and
Death and separation from God re- you learn their value?" May I justification.
suited, and following in its train again ask Abraham as I follow
"Therefore being justified b v
the awful story of sin; the fruits him to Mt. Moriah as Isaac lay up- faith w e have peace with God
being carnage,
murder,
envy, on the altar. From whence came through our Lord Jesus Christ."
slander and all other of earth's his knowledge of divine things and Rom. 5:1. We notice t h a t the diblood-curdling scenes, as the rude through what method was h e an vine action t o correct man's relamonster comes riding up the ages example t o them whom God hon- tion and restore i t to Himself cenon a road paved with human ors? I find no satisfying answer tered in Christ, through His law,
IUMKIDUIIUNJ

r
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His life, His sacrifice and most
glorious of all through His blood,
for without the shedding of blood
there is no remission. For the life
is in the blood, precious foundation
that is laid in Jesus Christ. The
law adjusted things from a legal or
just viewpoint. Under grace God
demanded justice, or was just,
through the cross that He might be
the Justifier of us all. He bore
God's punishment for sin that we
might stand justified before Him.
Faith accepts the sacrifice made
for us and by this act we are secure from further punishment as
our debt is cancelled. The question arises, is faith rewarded? Yes,
the reward for EVERY DEFINITE
EXERCISE OF FAITH IN DIVINE THINGS HAS RICH REWARDS AND EXPERIENCES. Experience is an anchor to faith.
Faith that never realizes is dead.
The reward of a justifying faith is
peace with God, a conscious peace
t h a t makes the soul revel in rejoicing as a new light and life
streams over the hilltops of eternal
glory; as peans from other worlds
firing the soul with song. God
p-ives to every soul an evidence of
its relation to Him in a greater or
lesser degree.
We
are being
brought face to face with more
glorious realities than our father
Abraham ever experienced.
Jno.
8:56 tells us Abraham rejoiced to
see my day and he saw it and was
glad.
Paul's glowing heart burst forth
as he compared law and grace.
"For even that which was made
glorious had no glory in this respect, by reason of the glory t h a t
excelleth." "For if that which is
done away was glorious, much more
that which remaineth is glorious."
2 Cor. 3:11-12. The Old Testament
religion was largely ethical, the
New Testament is more than to
follow a code of ethics (that is to
follow commandments of men), it
is' the revelation of God to the
hearts of men by and through
Je*ns Christ. The law said, "Do
and live"; grace says, "Live and
do." The change from law to grace
changed both the life and duties

THE EVANGELICAL VISITOR
of men. It became necessary t h a t
a change take place in men t h a t
would fit them for the new duties
as well as privileges since the nature of man was not suitable for
the new duties of the Gospel.
Jesus met this condition by teaching the new birth, that changes the
natures of men to fit the duties,
"Ye must be borri again."
The
first or natural birth fits us for
natural life, the second or spiritual
birth fits us for the divine life.
(The new birth is difficult to explain because of its simnlicitv.)
Jesus tells us, "The wind bloweth
where it listeth and thou heareth
the sound thereof b u t canst not
tell whence it cometh or whither it
coeth, so is everv one t h a t is born
of the Spirit." We cannot see the
wind. wTe can only see and feel its
effect.
F a v m g found a new life and the
t m e foundation, new desires, new
duties, new relations arrest our attention, and is followed bv a new
wa.1V. The wav has been built bv
the TCing Tlimpelf. but in our walk
thereon old relations npprl adiustinrr. Have vou friends fhM. have
ri^no von well and been a hlessiuc,
t e e n +hem. Have yon some t h a t

Page
It may be joy will fill my cup;
How sweet to know
My Father's hand is over all,
And I may ever on Him call,
His love will flow.
My heart now rests in calm repose,
My Father knows;
His thoughts of me are thoughts of
love
And keeps my happy soul above—
True comfort flows.
I have not now an anxious care,
He orders all.
My Savior God is everywhere,
His grace and mercy I shall share,
No ill befall.
I listen to His blessed words,
"Come—learn of Me—"
I am the meek and lowly One,"
And Heaven and rest are here begun,
My Lord I see.
How sweet a calm, confiding trust,
I know His hand
Has done its very best for me,
All through my life His love I see,
For me has planned.

•von h o v e not, done "well Tv»r a n d
wounded them?
"Pollnw 4->IO px- My brightest days are yet to dawn,
ptnnlp of t h e PTiilinitm Toiler. f o
He tells me so,
pnd -w^ich fl^^ir woii-nds. TTmre *VOTJ What wonders I shall yet behold,
t h a t w h ' f h is wroucrlv v o n r s ? Ro_ The gates of pearl, the streets of
rjnlve w i t h 7nf>hemis t o restore, it.
gold,
A r n ~trr\ti "n J^nsin^ss t h n t is h o n o r Where I shall go.
pl-vle**? Ppmm'ri in i t f s T.vdia of
-"-Id- i-P TTTI-^NTIO- t h e n s t o n ,is fTo B e
I'll mingle with the happy throng,
frm t i n n e d ^

"I WILL GTVE YOU BEST"
Matt. 11:28.

Where Jesus dwells;
I'll meet my loved ones, one and
all,
There song to song shall ever call.
In rapture swells.

My future lies safe in God's hand,
And all is well,
Faith lifts the curtain, looks withHe only can the leaves unfold,
in,
That story has not yet been told,
Beholds God's rest;
No one can tell.
A foretaste here from day to day,
Of joys that never pass away,
Tomorrow's cares Or trials may
Life's holiest zest.
My heart distress;
—Selected by Mrs. Aquila Bean.
There's soothing balm for every
trial,
A b h o r that which is evil, cleave fo
His love can never know denial,
And so I rest.
tkat which is good'

Page 6.
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KEEPING MERCY AND TRUTH
"Let not mercy and t r u t h forsake thee; bind them about thy
neck; write them upon the table
of thine heart; so shalt thou find
favor and good understanding in
the sight of God and man."—Proverbs 3:3-4.
These few words of wise Solomon to his son contain three exhortations and a double promise..
The first exhortation is a negative
one, "Let not mercy and t r u t h forsake thee"; the last two are positive,
"Bind them (-mercy and
t r u t h ) about thy neck" and "Write
them upon the table, of thine
heart." The promise is a doubly
double one. "Thou shalt find favor" and "Thou shalt find good
understanding" in "the sight of
God" and in "the sight of men." All
three exhortations are as important
for us as they were for Solomon's
son and the "doubly double" promise will be fulfilled for all who take
heed to the exhortations.
Mercy and t r u t h are two qualities so important t h a t one almost
fears to try to write about them.
Upon these two qualities depends
not only the welfare of the whole
world b u t also that of every single
individual in it. Upon these two
qualities depend the temporal and
the spiritual welfare of every individual who has ever lived in the
past, and is now living, or who
shall live in the future. Without
mercy and truth, there would be
no kindness, no love, no hope, .no
good of any kind in this world and
were there neither kindness nor
love, the world would be no fit
place to live; without hope this life
would be miserable and, moreover,
the next world would be impossible
to reach.
For had it not been for the mercy
of God, there would be no t r u t h in
the world. If He had refused to
show mercy to those who were in a
state and condition where no t r u t h
existed, it would be impossible now
for any human being to live in a
state of truth. But thanks be unto
God for His abundant mercy which
constrained Him to send His only
Son, the epitome of truth, into the

•

world. We say that He was the
"Epitome of t r u t h " because we
cannot define this quality. It is
an abstract quality which baffles
definition. Pilate asked, "What is
t r u t h ? " and go no answer; many
another since Pilate has asked the
same question, yet t r u t h has never been defined except in the
words of Jesus himself, when he
said "I am the way, the t r u t h and
the life," and again in speaking of
His Father, "Thy word is truth."
So the mercy of God was manifested by the sending of the Word,
His Son, or truth, into the world.
And because of the manifestation
of His mercy in sending truth, it is
now possible for each individual
who has the opportunity of learning about Jesus to live in a state
of truth, which state brings to him
the highest and best of life; it is
possible for kindness, love, hope,
and all good.to exist; and it is possible for human beings to have
hope of eternal happiness.
Why does Solomon exhort his
son about mercy and truth? Why is
it so important that a young man,
or any man for that matter, forsake
not mercy and truth? And why
should a person bind them about
his neck, viz., have them in close
contact with his person—or why
should he write them upon the
table of his heart—viz; have them
imprinted upon his innermost being?
Solomon had the best of reasons
for his exhortations, for never did
any one forsake mercy and t r u t h
without coming to grief. Never did
a person slight the mercy of God
but what he regretted later that
he had done so. On the contrary,
an individual who keens
the
thought of His mercy before
his
mind continually and who remembers it, always has a source of joy
and contentent such as the world
never gave and which the world
cannot take from him. It is by the
mercy of God that we are what we
are, if we are enjoyine salvation; it
is by the mercy of God that we
are not cut off if we are sinners.
We do WPII to remember that the
mercy of God has been extended to
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us in many and various ways, both
temporal and spiritual.
And we do better if we make
t r u t h the garland of our necks and
have it as the very center of our
being. Generally, a person is said
to be true if he lives honestly and
uprightly in the eyes of his fellowmen. But to have t r u t h as the
core of our being means much
more than that. It is possible for
one to live truly as men see him,
yet be full of u n t r u t h at heart. To
have t r u t h bound around our necks
and written upon the tables of our
hearts means that we be true to
God, to ourselves, and to men. No
one can be true to God without being true to himself and to his fellowmen. One can be true, only in
measure, to his fellowmen and to
himself without being true to God.
Therefore, in order to have truth
really, one must be true to himself
in the light of God's claims upon
him, then he will be true to others.
The latter follows the former as
nnturally as night follows day.
God demands that we be true to
'1 three—Himself, ourselves and
TT fellowmen—and He demands it
in the strict unlimited sense of the
word. Therefore the living of a
true life only in the sight of men
will never meet His requirements.
The psalmist said, "Behold, thou
desireth t r u t h in the
inward
parts."
Unless we have t r u t h in our very
beings—unless we are living truly
as God sees, not as man would say
of us—we cannot hope to have the
double promise fulfilled. But how
can we know whether we are living thus or not? Only by letting
the Holy Spirit illuminate our
our hearts and by permitting Him
to show us the true things. Reason
alone cannot tell us, intellect alone
cannot teach us, even common
sense alone will fail to show us
truth. There is no natural faculty
of man's nature t h a t will serve in
this capacity. Nay, more, all of
the natuml faculties taken
together will not teach man what
t r u t h is, for t r u t h is beyond the
^mprehension of man's intellect.
The Holy Spirit must illuminate.

——
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these faculties which have been
darkened by sin before man can
even know truth. And then it is
only by the help and grace of God
that he can keep it before his spiritual eyes and engraved upon his
heart. But the exhortations indicate that man has his part to do,
that he must make an effort, and
that he cannot expect to keep
mercy and t r u t h in him unless he
places himself in the proper attitude.
By so doing he will realize the
fulfillment of the "doubly double"
promise. He will find favor and
good understanding in the sight of
God and man. Naturallv one desires the favor of his fellowmen
and he does not desire any less to
be understood by them. One of the
hardest lots a human being can
have is that of being misunderstood
bv those among whom he lives.
The one who is adorned with mercy
and who has t r u t h in his heart has
the promise of both the reputation
*nd the comprehension of his fellowmen.
But this is really worth very little in comparison with the favor of
God. All the things in this life
fade into insignificance when compared with this, the greatest blessing that can come to a mortal being. To know that the God of
heaven and earth, the Ruler of t h e
universe, favored him, who would
not do all in his power to remember mercy and to have t r u t h in his
innermost being.
As we take this article from the
files we see it bears no name. We
are thus unable to properly credit
it.—Ed.
EASTER
By John Reichard
When we speak of Easter it is
taken for granted that we have reference to the time which is being
celebrated as a memorial of our
Lord and Savior's
resurrection
from the dead. Yet the word Easter carries with it somewhat of a
legend as having been the name
of an ancient goddess of the Sidonians.
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custom of the Easter egg, which is
in itself no doubt a fine illustration, but has well nigh become idolatrous and has lost its original
meaning. But as we study the
word Easter we find that in common language it stands as an equivalent with the word Paschal. As
in the institutions of the Passover
a lamb was to be killed which is
being called the Paschal lamb. In
German it is called, Das Oster
Lamm.
To the unregenerated person the
future is darkly veiled and presents rather a gloomy aspect. Some
few years ago the writer was talking with an aged man of about 80
concerning the future abode of the
soul when he somewhat sadly looked up and said, "But how can we
know?" No doubt many a poor soul
is still engulfed in spiritual darkness and their future prospect of
landing is as a leap into the dark.
Oh, how sad. But to this end
Christ came into the world, to
bring light into the world. Who
also was delivered (unto death) for
our offences and was raised again
for our justification.
To the regenerated person who
has emerged out of darkness into
light, life has taken on a different aspect. The future, from a
spiritual standpoint has a different
outlook. He takes comfort from
the Savior's promises, "Lo, I am
with you always," and, "I will come
again and receive you unto myself
that where I am there you may be
also."
In this state of spiritual mindedness which the believer is enabled
by faith in the resurrected Lord,
the Lamb of God, to enjoy. And
as he thus meditates on the consumption of this life, his heart cries
out to God in the language of the
Psalmist, saying. "I shall be satisfied when I awake in thy likeness."
(Also read 1 John 3:1.)
Our Savior Himself in his life
work and teaching largely portraved His resurrection power in all
His divine attributes.
For instance when He said, "Excent a
grain of wheat fall into the ground

It also carries with it the old time and die, it abideth alone, but jf it
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die it bringeth forth much fruit."
A beautiful illustration of a resurrection. The old body dying and
a new life coming forth. His miracles also, at least the greater p a r t
of them are very illustrative of t h e
resurrection life. For instance, the
deaf are made to hear, the blind
to see, the dumb to speak, the sick
are healed, and the dead are
brought to life. In fact the Savior declared Himself as being "the
resurrection and the life." He furthermore declared, saying, "Therefore doth my Father love me, because I lay down my life t h a t I
might take it again. No man taketh it from me but I lay it down
of myself. I have power to lay i t
down and I have power to take it
again."
Consequently, we have
here in the person of Jesus Christ
as the Lamb of God embodied all
that which the ceremonial law,
with all its types and shadows, implied. As also all that the prophets in their prophetic forecasts of
a redeemer of the lost condition of
the world in sin presented.
Perhaps we have no greater demonstration of the effects of Christ's
redemptive work in this dispensation than that which is being experienced by the penitent soul in
the experience of the new birth.
Having been dead in sin, b u t has
been resurrected to spiritual life.
The Apostle Paul makes the doctrine of the resurrection very emphatic; that if Christ had not risen
from the dead, the whole plan of
redemption would have been a failure. "But now is Christ risen
from the dead, and become the first
fruits of them that slept.
Now we have the Apostle to say,
"That I may know him, and t h e
nower of His resurrection," etc.
Whatever else he may have had in
mind when he made the aboxe ex
pression, we believe it involves t h e
thought that the believer is in very
close relationship with all of
Christ's sufferings, and His triumph over death as he accepts
Christ. Whereas death is the wages
or penalty of sin and Christ, by
His death, paid this penalty and divine justice was satisfied so far as
Continued on page 16
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ing and says that the hair is not
it (the covering) but a symbol C.
and H. ver; t h a t affiliation with
labor unions, trusts, etc., is contrary to the spirit of Christ. These
and many more are some of the
plain teachings of God's holy book
and have been accepted and are
lived by the greater majority of
this body of believers, who, incidentally, are not bound together by
mere creeds of man but have accepted the simple statement of God's
word as the rule of faith and practice, and have staked all t h a t is
dear both for time and eternity on
the same.
If these things did not really
matter it would be easy to give the
glad hand to the "Inter-Church
(Wordly) Movement," but we are
persuaded that they do matter, a
great deal more than many in this
godless age realize.
There are many who even profess to be followers of Christ who
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would like to see some of the simple Bible churches wiped off the
calendar.
The time has come when the
challenge of these many and especially this movement is facing
us and we shall soon be marked by
the stand we take in this matter.
Late in April we learn the "Inter-Church World Movement" will
stage an effort to raise money for
various missionary, educational and
charitable purposes and we will be
solicited on about the same lines
we were during the war. If we fall
in line with it we will perhaps get
patted on the back and called a
good fellow and if we do not fall
in line with it, we will perhaps
in some cases be compelled to endure a little annoyance. There will
be provision made however t h a t
you can specify where you wish
your offering to go and what '•. u,
to be used for and this, it seerrs to
me, is a vital thing to be fullj informed about. If you give to this
movement
without
specifyint?
where is should go it will fall mto
the coffers of churches which '.re
already "rich and increased with
•roods" and will work hardships for
ns. We do not wish to hinder anyone who desires to give but t i n t
von g-ive where it will really acfnnliah what its bould do for Ch-ist
and His kingdom. Perhaps *V»
better way would be for us not to
affiliate' in any sense whatever
with the movement, b u t to send
your contribution direct to the
various treasurers of the church
who will be able to use your gifts
we are sure to the honor and not
the dishonor of the name of Christ.
SPARKS FROM BIFFERENT
ANVILS
"Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord and whose hope the
Lord is." Jer. 17:7.
The dissatisfactions and dis appointments of life do not affect the
man who has learned to find his
supplies in God.
Poor is the man who has nothinsr b u t money.
By simplicity the greatest power
:
i ultimately weilded.
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MARRIAGES
Climenhaga-Zimmerman.

On Jan. 10, 1920, at the home of the
officiating ministre, Bish. Bert Sherk,
occurred the marriage of Glen Climenhaga, son of Bro. and Sister Emerson
Climenhaga, to Sister Essa Zimmerman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Zimmerman, all of Bertie Twp.
Trautwine-Mauch.

On March 4, 1920, at the home of
Bro. Cyrus Heilman of Upland, Calif.,
occurred the marriage of Bro. Herman
Trautwine of Upland, Cal., to Sr. Lily
Mauch of the same place, Bish. C. C.
Burkholder officiating.
Campbell-Hess.

On March 13, Sister Emma Hess and
Raymond Campbell were united in the
bonds of matrimony by Elder Noah Y.
Hess, at his home. After April 1st, they
will be settled in their new home in
Conestoga township, near Shanks Ferry,
where they will be at home to their
many friends. May joy and happiness
attend their lives.

OBITUARIES
BRAND—Sister Elizabeth Brand was
born near Clay Center, Clay Co., Kans,
June 1, 1896, and died of acute appendicitis March 22, 1920, aged 23 years, 9
months and 21 days. She was converted
and baptized at the age of 15 years,
uniting with the Brethren in Christ
church, and remained a faithful member. For twelve years she has lived
with her grandparents, Bro. and Slister
Hodel. Father Hodel being almost helpless these later years, she will be missed
very much, as she was a great help to
them and rendering it as unto the Lord's
little ones. She leaves her father,
mother, two sisters and three brothers
to mourn the loss of one so early in life
called hence to her reward.
Her suffering was only of a few days'
duration. When the physician was called
and decided as to what her ailment was.
she was immediately taken to the Hospital for an operation, but it was discovered to be too late for success and
recovery.
The services were in charge of Bishop
Jacob N. Engle and Elder Elias Smith,
assisted by Rev. Henry Panstian of the
German Methodist church, who spoke
words of comfort in the Germar. language. The text used was, 'Watc'l
therefore, for ye know not when your
Lord shall come."
ENGLE—Noah Hoover Engle was
born at Mount Joy, Pa., May 16, 1834,
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and died at his home in Abilene, Kans.,
Feb. 19, 1920, aged 85 years, 9 months
and 3 days.
He was married to Martha Engle
Graybill at Maytown, Pa., on Nov. 23,
1858. To this union twelve children
were born.
The first years of their married life
was spent in Pennsylvania. Later they
moved to Frederick, Md., and after a
residence there of thirteen years, came
to Dickinson county forty-one years ago,
where they have since resided.
He is survived by his wife, 8 children,
29 grandchildren, 5 great grandchilden,
two sisters and three brothers, who
mourn the loss of a kind and loving
husband,
father,
grandfather,
and
brother.
The funeral occurred Sunday. The
brief service at the home was conducted
by Rev. C. O. Musser. The Eshelman
brothers, Mr. Schmutz and Dr. Mera
sang two impressive selections. At 3
o'clock, following a more extended service at the Newbern church, conducted
by Bishop J. N. Engle, and Elder W. J.
Myeis of Ohio, interment occurred in
the Newbern cemetery.
The young people of the Newbern
community, where the deceased lived
for more than a quarter of a century,
sand old and appropriate hymns. The
audience of sympathizing friends and
neighbors crowded the church. Mrs.
Engle, who has been for some years an
invalid, could not accompany the funeral
party from Abilene.
Mr. Engle shared to an unusual degree, the confidence and affection of all
ages and classes of people. He was a
simple-mannered, gentle man of homely
virtues and refined tastes. With no
pretense to learning, he possessed unusual knowledge of nature's secrets ana
of the on-goings of a rapidly changing
world. His flowers, his garden and his
apiary afforded him the diversion and
that contact with nature which doubtless added to his length of life. His
sudden taking away without sickness or
warning was in harmony with his hopb
and wish.
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He was happily converted rCsid united
with the Tunker church about thirty£,oven years ago, and continued 'n the
faith to the end.
Funeral services at the Mennonite
chi.rch, conducted by John Reichard, assisted by Rev. Brubaker (Mennonite)
and Rev. A. W. Saust (Evangelical).
Text, 2 Tim. 4:7,8. Interment in Hanov r cemetery.
HARSHBARGER—Orpha May Harshba ger, daughter of Theodore and N o n
II; i-shbarger, was born Jan. 31, 1915.
and died Mar. 11, 1920. She was always
of a bright, cheerful disposition and of
strong religious tendencies. Her last
illness, a complication of diseases, was
somewhat prolonged, and for two
wesks she was a very great sufferer,
until the death angel relieved her and
Lor pure little spirit returned to H-.n
v. In gave it. Her brief earthly pilgrimage was ended at the age of 5 years, 1
m_-nth and 11 days. >3he loaves to mourn
her early departure, a father. i.i;i'.h-r.
t u o brothers and two sisters, who Im-d
ht r very tenderly, but realize th;it
their loss has been her eternal gain.

Funeral services at the Highland
cl urch, conducted by Bishop J. N.
Hoover and Eld. W. H. Boyer. Texts,
Matt. 19:14, last clause, with Matt.
IS:3. Interment in Highland cemetery.
KEEFER—On Friday, March 19, 1920,
death entered the home of Bro. Steven
Koefer and took the head of the family.
Bro. Keefer was - united with the
Brethren in Christ of Manor Pequea
district in the summer of 1919, when
the class that made a start under the
evangelistic services, held by Bro. J. R.
Zt ok at the Lancaster, Pa., Mission,
united.
Bro. Keefer was twice married. To
tho first union one son was born, who
survives. To the second union, three
children and their mother are left to
mourn the early departure of their husband and father, at the age of 62 years.
7 months and 2 days.
Funeral services March 22 at Fullersviile, Mennonite church, conducted by
Bishop C. N. Hostetter and Elder N. Z.
HUNSPERGER—Bro. Isaac Hunsper- Hess.
ger was born on Dec. 25, 1847 near New
EASTON—Mary S., daughter of Bro.
Dundee, Ont, and died on Mar. 4, ;.920 and Sister Wm. D. Easton, on Marietta
from a paralytic stroke at the home of Si., Mt. Joy. At an early age she was
his son Amos, in Hanover, Ont., aged 72 converted and united with the Brethren
years, 2 months and 8 days. He was in Christ and was a faithful member,
married to Magdalene Gingerirh, on earnest and devoted until she was called
Feb. 23, 1875. To this union w,-3 born home, tuberculosis being the cause, at
three children. There remain to Hiourt the age of 18 years and 6 days. She is
their loss a sorrowing wife, one daugh- survived by her foster parents and two
ter, Lucinda, of Toronto, Ont, and two survived by her foster parents, two
sons—Norman of Toronto, (;nt., and brothers, John and Oliver, and one sifAmos of Hanover, Ont., nine grandchil- ter, Kathryn. This home keenly feels
dren and three brothers, besides a num- their loss as she was an affectionate
ber of other relatives.
and pious girl and loved God's word
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and service. Among her school-mates
she was an example of the separate life
of the world. Services were conducted
at Cross Roads, by Brethren L O. Musser and J. N. Martin, using the 23rd
Psalm as a text.
CASSEL—Emma Cassel, daughter of
Jacob and Leah Cassel, was born in
Montgomery county, Ohio, Nov. 14, 1860,
and died March 5, 1920.
At the age of 18 she united with the
Brethren in Christ church and remained
a devoted member until her death. She
was always of an amiable and kind disposition, self-sacrificing almetit to a
fault.
It seemed she had a premonition a.
the beginning of her sickness, a little
more than a month ago, that her last
days were few, and continually spoke of
it. Her disease developed rapidly and
her life went out last Friday night into
the Great Beyond.
Two brothers and three sisters survive her—David E. of West .Vilton, O.,
Wilhelmina, Mrs. Susan Denlinger, Ezra
J. and Alice Cassel, all of Dayton, Ohio.
Runeral services were conducted by
Elder J. N. Hoover and Rev. R. B. Foster of the Methodist church. Burial at
Englewood cemetery.
SHELLBARGER—William N. Shellbarger was born in Covington, Ohio, on
June 26, 1841, and departed this life on
Nov. 25, 1919, at the age of 78 years, 4
months and 29 days. He was united in
marriage to Anna Forman Sepi. 5, 1865.
They had no children, but raised a
-child, Anna Shearer, and cared for her
as though she were their own.
The deceased was a good moral man,
a kind and loving companion and husband and endured his sickness very
patiently.
Inasmuch as Mr. Shellenbarger and
his dear wife have spent their winter
months in Florida, of recent years, to
prolong his life, the hour they had arranged for their leaving this fall, he
entered his long journey for eternity.
He leaves to mourn his departure, a
dear and loving wife who was always
faithful to her duties and who made the
home cheerful; who also has been a consistent and faithful sister of the Brethren in Christ church. He also leaves
one brother and Anna Smith and her
family, with many other relatives and
friends.
Funeral services were held at the
Highland church by Bro. W. II. Boyer,
assisted by Elder Edward En;;le. Text,
Heb. 13:14—"For here have we no continuing city, but we seek one to come."
Interment in the Philipsburg cemetery.
HURSH—Sister Anna Hursli, daughter of John and Martha Hursh, was born
on the old Hursh homestead June 11,
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1843, where she lived until after the
death of both of her parents, after
which she and her brother Christian
lived together In a little home nearby
for about 16 years, when he died. Soon
after she came to the home of her siste^,
Mrs. Mary Kohler, and they lived together until Mary's death in 1911, after
which she remained in the home until
her demise. In the year 1877 she was
converted in the Free Methodist church
at Windsor, and shortly after was baptized and united with the Brethren in
Christ church, where she proved hersell
a devout and faithful member. Her love
for her Master always manifested itself
first and foremost in her heart and life.
Her Bible was her constant companion,
and as she grew older, the continued
yearning of her heart was to depart and
be with her Lord.
The final summons came on Sunday
evening, Feb. 22, when she passed away
peacefully, aged 76 years, 8 months and
11 days.
Services conducted by Bishop B. F.
Hoover and Eld. Mark Boyer. Text—
Rev. 14:13.
KEENER—Bro. John S. Keener of
near Mt. Joy, Pa., was born Nov. 17,
1838, and died at the home of his sonin-law, Jacob E. Wolgemuth, where he
resided, Feb. 18, 1920, aged 81 years, 3
montns and 1 day. Bro. Keenar has for
many years 'been a devoted member of
the Brethren in Christ church, and led
a life separate from the world. He
spent some of his time in visiting the
sick, which is worth patterning after.
His wife, Sister Keener, preceded him
to the spirit world eleven years ago. He
leaves to mourn their loss, three daughters and one brother. Services at the
Mt. Pleasant church, conducted by Elds.
Henry O. Musser, Allen Brubaker and
Hiram Kaylor, of the Church of the
Brethren. Text, Eccl. 7:2 and Num.
23:10. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
MEECKLEY—Joseph Meeckley was
born May 23, 1840, and died Feb. 5, 1920,
in Upton, Pa., aged 79 years, 8 months
and 12 days. He leaves to mourn their
loss, his wife Elizabeth, and one son,
Daniel; also eight grandchildren and
one step-daghtuer, Mrs. Palmer.
Bro. Meeckley was a consistent and
faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ church and a regular attendant
at church services. He was held in high
esteem in his community and was a
kind and loving father and grandfather.
Funeral services conducted by Eld. H.
C. Shank and Eld. John Walck of the
Church of the Brethren at Upton. Interment adjoining cemetery.
KERN—Sister Ida V. Kern, wife of
Rev. William P. Kern, was born April

Awl fi. i§2d
20, 1856, and died Feb. 8, 1920, at
Trappe, Pa., aged 63 years, 9 months
and 18 days. She was married twice.
Her husband was Rev. Joel Hitrley. One
sons is left to mourn his loss. Surely
the church has lost a faithful sister.
S'ster Kern lived a very quiet life and
was an ideal woman in every way. Sh3
was loved by all who knew her. Her
voice was always calm and sweet. She
left this world with a smile. Although
we see her sweet face no more, she
shall ever linger in our memory. The
funeral services were held in the Methodist church at Trappe, by Rev. Graybill
and Rev. Stoudt. Interment in the
Methodist cemetery.
I
Once again our hearts are heavy
With a burden hard to bear;
There's a family circle broken,
Filling hearts with grief and care.
II
There beside a lonely fireside
Sits a mother's vacant chair,
And the husband, with her darlings,
Sadly miss her tender care.
Ill
And we bow our heads in sorrow
While our tears unbidden flow;
Hearts are sad with grief and pity
As we cry, "Why was it so?"
IV
Grief so deep we can not fathom,
Though we fain would understand;
Yet we can not doubt the mercy
Of the Providential Hand,
v
While our hearts'seem almost breaking,
Let us look beyond the tomb;
See her in her angel beauty,
Free from all earth's strife and gloom.
VI
'Mid the flowers and the fountains,
With which nothing cau compare;
Oh we can not comprehend it,
Nor the bliss of living there.
VII
Let us look to Christ and trust. Him,
He shall dry each falling tear;
Though the way be rough and dreary,
He will guide us, never fear.
VIII
When our journey here is ended,
And life's pilgrimage is o'er;
We shall meet again our loved one,
On that blissful, happy shore
IX
She'll be waiting there to greet us,
When we reach the golden strand;
There in bliss and joy forever,
We shall know and understand.
ADAM'S^—Sister Mary Adams, wife of
Jefferson Adams, was born Nov. 6, 1840,
and departed this life Feb. 21, 1920, aged
79 years, 3 months and 14 days. She
was converted about 30 years ago and
united with the Brethren in Chri3t

.
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church, where she remained a faithful
member till death called her sway.
She leaves to mourn her departure,
her aged husband, 3 daughters and 2
sons. One son and one daughter preceded her to the spirit world.
Funeral services were conducted by
Bros. Abner Martin
and
Solomon
Lauver. Text, Rev. 14:13. Interment
in the Mattawana cemetery.
SIDER—Alice Maud Sider was born
at Markham, Ont, and died at their
home at Wainfleet, Feb. 29, 1920, aged
31 years and 10 months. She was taken
with Spanish influenza, which resulted
in her death. She was converted at the
age of 10 years and was a consistent
member of the Brethren in Christ
church until death. She leaver to mourn
her departure, a dear husband and four
children—three sons and one daughter
—her parents, Bishop and Mrs. Peter
Steckley, five sisters and one brother.
Funeral services were held at the home,
conducted by Eld. L. Shoalts and Eld.
M. L. Doner of Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
Text, 2 Tim. 1:12.
While the husband and relatives
keenly feel the loss, yet there is joy in
knowing that she was ready and willing
to go.
SIDER—Mary Sider, wife of the late
William Sider, who died about 12 years
ago, died Feb. 27, 1920, aged SO years.
Sickness caused by old age was the
cause of death. She was living with
her son, William Sider, during her sickness and death. The funeral services
were also held there. She leaves to
mourn their loss, 4 daughters and 2 sons
and a number of grandchildren. She
was a member of the Brethren in Christ
church for many years,
Services were conducted by Eld. L.
Shoalts. Text, John 5:23, 29.
WINGER—Ruby Winger, daughter of
Bro. Andrew Winger of Springvale, Ont.,
Can., was born at Springvale, and died
at the same place, aged 16 years. She
had been attending the revival services
with her parents at Wainfleet, where
she contracted Spanish influenza. She
went home on Wednesday, Feb. 18, and
died on the following Monday, Feb. 23.
She had renewed her covenant with
God during her visit at the Wainfleet revival, conducted by Bro. M. L. Doner, and
during her suffering she gave 'bright
testimony of her peace with God.
Funeral services were held at the
home, conducted by Eld. L. Shoalts of
Wanfleet. Text, 2 Cor. 5:1.
There remain to mourn their loss, a
father and mother, 3 brothers and 3
sisters.
WINGER—Bro. Henry Winger of
Bertie, Ontario, departed this life on
Feb. 18, 1920 aged 70 years. He had
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been in poor health for some time, with
a complication of diseases and was in
the hospital in northwest Canada, where
he had gone a few years ago. He came
home in January, very feeble, and after
several weeks of suffering, he died of
pneumonia, at the home of his only
daughter, Verna, Bro. and Sister Peter
Sider, in Humberstone Tp.
Bro. Winger was a member of the
Tunker church here for 40 years, and
leaves to mourn his departure, three
sons and one daughter—Walter, missionary in Africa, Marshall in Saskatchewan, Can., Clarence in Bertie, and
Mrs. Peter Sider, at whose home he
died.
Funeral services on Saturday, Feb. 21,
at Brethren's M. H., Bertie. Obsequies
from Philip 1:21. Subject, "Gain 'by
Christian Living," by Girvin Bearss. Interment in adjoining cemetery. His remains were laid to rest beside his wife,
who preceded him 14 years ago. •
DISHER—Leslie Ray G. Disher, son
of Bro. and Sister Enos Disher, died of
influenza and pneumonia, at the age of
9 months and 11 days. This little
flower bloomed in the home of our
brother and sister to brighten their
lives until Mar. 3, 1920, when the death
angel came and transplanted it to
glory. Funeral services were held at
the home of its grandparents, Brother
and Sister Aaron Geiger, Eld. Girvin
Bearss officiating. Interment in the
Brethren cemetery.
STORM—Margaret Storm, daughter
of Bro. and Sister Abram Storm, of near
Stevensville, Ontario, was born Nov. 22,
1877, and died Feb. 26, 1920, aged 42
years, 3 months and 4 days. The deceased took Spanish influenza and pneumonia set in which resulted in her death.
She leaves to mourn their loss, two
brothers, Joel, of Niagara Falls and
Peter of Stevensville, Ont.; also two
sisters—Mrs. George Nigh of Stevensville, Ontario and Mary at home with
her parents.
Interment at Tunker cemetery, Feb.
27, 1920. Short services were conducted
by Bish. Bert Sherk.
HAH N—John H. Hahn died at his
home, 5931 South Flower street, Los
Angeles, Calif., Feb. 2, 1920, aged 41
years, 2 months and 11 days. He was
the son ofBro. Henry and Susan Hahn
of Kindersley, Sask., of which place he
was also a resident until Nov. 12, 1919,
when, because of ill health, he came
with his wife and boys to Los Angeles.
They are left to mourn his departure,
also his father, 5 brothers and 4 sisters,
all residing in Kindersley, Sask.
The deceased was highly esteemed by
all who knew him and was a devoted
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husband and father. In the last few
days of his life he sought and found the
Lord in the pardon of his sins. Funeral
services were held Saturday, Feb. 7, at
the Ruppe undertaking parlors at Los
Angeles, Calif. Interment in the beautir
ful Englewood cemetery. Services in
charge of Rev. Walton of the Presbyterian faith, and Eld. J. B. Leaman of
Upland, Calif. Text, Job 14:1, 2, also
Isaiah 38:1, last clause.
LOVE FEASTS.
Pennsylvania.
Cross Roads M. H., May 12, 13.
Air Hill M. H., June 23.
Silverdale M. H„ May 29, 30.
At 1 o'clock autos will meet trains or
trolley at Souderton, Pa
Greatersford, Pa., June 5 and 6.
Mechanicsburg, May 29-30.
Mastersonville, M. H.
Rappho Dis't, May 11-12.
Cross Roads, May 12-13.
Fairland M. H., June 2-3.
Iowa.
Dallas Center, May 1-2.
Indiana.
Union Grove, May 29-30.
Ohio.
Valley Chapel, Canton, O., June 12, 1?..

The longer you live, if you live
right, the less you think of yourself.
Trifles go to make up perfection and perfection is no trifle.
To restore a fallone one is the
triumph of love.
Find out your own sins or your
sins will find you out.
Forgive and forget every man's
faults.
Friends are like violin strings,
they should not be stretched too
hard, but friendship cemented by
Christian brotherhood will stand
the strain.
Gentle words fall lightly but
with great'weight.
Give alms to the lazy and you
license their laziness.
Pray for wisdom and go after it,
or it will never come to you.
The desire of yesterday becomes
the action of today, and the habit
of tomorrow the fixed character of
eternity.
R. G. ENGLE.
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minion for ever and evr." No
doubt many t h a t read about John
on the Isle of Patmos would like to
be carried away in the spirit as he
was and hear the things t h a t he
heard, but would we be willing to
to go through his former expeclence in order that we might get a
vision as he did of the Christ.
Dear ones in Christ; if you and I
want to get a vision of the crucified Christ let us be willing to lay
down our puny arms of rebellion
and let the Holy Spirit take full
possession of our lives, and burn up
the dross and all of self, that we
see no one But Jesus only. We
praise the Lord that this is our
privilege, if we are willing to pay
the price of victory we can have
victory for Paul says we are more
than conquerors through him that
loved us and Peter says, "Wherefore the the rather, brethren, give
diligence to make your calling and
election sure; for if ye do these
things ye shall never fall . For so
an entrance shall be ministered
anto you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ." We thank
the Lord for an abundant entrance,
"Not by the skin of your teeth."
Praise the Lord.
The work at this place is still going on for the salvation of souls.
We have a great foe to battle with
and he is going to fight us until the
last but praise God he is a conquered foe through our captain
who has never been defeated. There
are still a few who want to be
saved and get ready for the coming of the Lord, Help us to pray
t h a t souls may go through with
the Lord and get established on the
solid rock where they cannot be
moved with every little storm that
blows.
There have been some changes
made here at the mission, as the
church has been organized into a
district, but there will be no
change in the mission v/ork as we
will continue in the work as heretofore. We ask an interest in your
prayers for the work at this place
,nnd if the Lord should lay it in
your heart to give anything else,
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May all who have helped by
their prayers and offerings accept
our thanks to you. May grace,
peace and blesing be yours.
January Report
Receipts—Hall offerings, $65.85;
Home Mission Board, $15; Thelma
Halton, Tacoma, Wash., $5; Total,
$85.85.
Expenditures — Table supplies,
$31.51; house incidentals, $5.84;
house rent, $20; hall rent, $30; hall
expenses, $5.34; gas, $3.61; Total
$96.30.
Balance on hand January 1, 1920,
$222.72.
Balance on hand February 1, 1920
$212.27.
Other Donations—Raisins, dried
peaches, eggs, from Srs. Hough and
Eyer, Waukena, Cal.;
February Report
Hall offerings, $51.20; Manor S. S.,
Washingtohboro, Pa., $27; Bethel S
S., Kansas, $33.72; Rosebank S. S.,
Ramona, Kans., $10.15; Home Mission Board, $15; Lancaster S. S.,
Lancaster, Pa., $9.50; Sr. Amanda
Dohner, Shipponsburg, Pa., (By request before her death) $10; Total,
$156.57.
Expenditures — Table supplies
$32.51; house incidentals, $9.47; hall
rent, $30; hall expenses, $4.53; poor,
;25. house rent, $20; gas, $3.04; Total $99.80.
Balance on hand February 1,
1920, $212.27.
Balance on hand March 1, 1920,
$269.04.
Yours looking for His coming,
Maggie E. Sollenberger
and Workers.
3739 20th St.
PHILADELPHIA MISSION
"Oh, give thanks unto the Lord
for He is good; for his mercy endureth forever. Let the redeemed
of the Lord say so whom he hath
redeemed from the hand of the
enemy."
We praise the Lord for victory
over the enemy of our souls
through Jesus Christ, "Who loved
us and washed us from our sins in
His own blood, and hath made us
kings and priests unto God His
Father; to Him be glory and do-
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REPORTS
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
REPORT
"Lo, I see four men loose, walking in the midst of the fire, and
they have no hurt, and the form of
the fourth is like the Son of God."
Dan. 3:25. What a scene to look
upon. Even the enemies of the
cross of Christ must sometimes confess God's power.
Have been
greatly blessed in reading Daniel of
late. Though it meant the fiery
furnace heated seventeen times
hotter than ordinarily at this time
when these three Hebrews were
thrust into it, yet the fire had no
power upon their bodies, nor was
a hair of their heads singed, neither were their coats changed, nor
had the smell of fire passed upon
them. A marvelous victory and
the king gave them favor.
Dear
ones, God's power is the same today. May we be true and prove
Him until Jesus comes.
We come with the two months'
report of January and February.
Did not intend to delay our January report until the close of this
month, but because of providential
occurrences, it could not be helped.
Trust you will all bear with us. We
can report His presence and some
victories won through His name.
In January we had a visit from
Bish. Burkholder of Upland, Cal.,
which we appreciated very much.
Had a communion service here at
that time. I t was the first time
for a few of our number to be partakers upon an occasion of this
kind. We felt the Lord's nearness
in a special way. Upon this occasion Bro. Krikorian and his cousin
were present. They spoke upon
Armenia's needs and gave some
touching incidents in their owi
life's experiences. This message
was given on the last evening of
their stay here.
We are impressed to ask your
prayers for us as laborers in t h e
harvest field, as the needs are
many and varied in this great city.
How the real gosnel is needed. We
e ^ w t to stand true by His grace.
"The story must be told."

April S. 1S86

we will t r y to use it to the glory
of God. Our young ladies class of
the Sunday school has organized a
sewing circle called the "Dorcas
band" to make clothing for poor
children, of which we are so often
in need and if you feel impressed
of the Lord to donate anything towards helping them in the way of
runey or goods it will be highly appreciated. Sr. Mary Wenger is the
one in charge. We extend our sincere thanks to you for your liberality towards the work at this place
and may the Lord bless you for
your faithfulness.
Receipts for January, 1920—Bro.
and Sr. Stern, Pa., $18; Bro., Rapho
Dis., Pa., $10; Bro. Jos. Gish, Mt
Joy, Pa., $10; Bro. David Miller,
Mt. Joy, Pa., $3; Bro. J. M. Hollinger, Elizabeth, $3; Sr Ruth McWilliams, Pa., $1; Mission offering,
$22.01; Total for January, $77.04.
Expenditures—General expenses,
$44.74; poor, $10.06; coal for residence, $23; total expenses, $77.80;
deficit, .76.
February Receipts—Sr.
Anna
Cober, Ont., Can., $1; Sr. Ruth
Steckley, Ont, Can., $1; Exec.
Board, $13; Bro. Sam Wenger, Pa.,
$5; Mission offering, $30.35; Total,
$50.35.
Expenses—Deficit, .76; general
expenses, $72.65; poor, $3.25; total
expense, $76.66; deficit for February, $26.31.
Other donations by Eld. Jacob
Ginder, Bro. Ben Ginder, Sr. Elizabeth Graybill, Bro. and Sr. Coser,
Eld. Abner Martin, Bro. Jno. Bamberger, Bro. Freed, Bro. Bender,
Sr. Mary Stover and Sr. Goodman.
We thank the dear ones for their
liberal support toward the work
here. "The Lord bless thee and
keep thee; The Lord make His face
shine upon thee and be gracious unto thee; The Lord lift up his countenance upon thee and give thee
peace.
Wilbor and Elizabeth Snyder,
Sr. Mary Wenger and Workers.
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Him and deliverth them."—Psa. 34:
7. Surely the Lord has been encamping around about us, in keeping our family in health and
strength. While there have been a
few of the children and several of
the workers who have had colds
and tonsilitis, yet as we hear and
see so much sickness in our land we
feel we have been blessed and the
Lord has been taking care of us.
We certainly have much to praise
the Lord for the way he has been
supplying our needs. We thank
all the dear brothers and sisters
who are so nobly standing by us
in this work, both with their prayers and means. May the Lord
abundantly bless each one and help
them to realize the promise, "In as
much as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these my Brethren
ye have done it unto me."—Matt.
25:40.
As the barn at the Home has become to delapidated and not safe,
the board of managers have met
and decided to build a new barn
this spring. The home is out of
debt and has some money to start
the building with, and we trust the
Lord will lay it on the hearts of
some to send in means to finance
it.
In as much as Bro. and Sr. Friesen feel t h a t the Lord is through,
with them here and t h a t their work
is done, and as Sr. Friesen is not
able for the heavy responsibilities
that are daily upon her, and as
they only came in temporarily until some one else would come and
take charge and they now feel they
want to be relieved, dear Brother
and Sister, as you read these few
lines, if the Lord would speak to
you and say go, would you be willing to answer the call and say,
"Here am I Lord, send me?" May
the Lord lay the burden on some
brother and sister who he can use
in this needy work of caring for
these dear homeless children.
Financial Report for January and
February, 1920.

REPORT OF JABBOH FAITH
Receipts—Elizabethtown, Pa., S.
ORPHANAGE
S., $13.50; Tulare S. S., Tulare, Cal.,
"The angel of the Lord encomp- $72.15; Sr. D V Heise, Clarence Ceneth ai nmd about them that fear ter, N Y, $10; M L. Engle, Thomas,
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Okla., $5; Manor S. S., Washingtonboro, Pa., $35; A. L. and Anna E,
Eisenhower, Pasadena, Calif., $5';
Bro. G. Switzer, Thomas, Okla., $10;
Bro. Jim Beavens, $5; Bertie S. S.,
Stevensville, Ont., $65; Bro P J.
Weibe from Sr Dohner's (deceased)
request, $10; New Bern S. S.,
Abilene, Kansas, $25; Lancaster Co.,
Pa., S .S., by C. N Hostetter, $14.28; Mary Groove, Caldwell, Kas., $2;
May Alvis, Pasadena, Calif., $5; Mrs
Janie Thomas, Ohio, $1; Bro. and
Sr. Louis, Ohio, $10; First Nat'l
Bank, Thomas, Okla., $50; Farmers'
S. G. Bank, Thomas, Okla., $50; C.
D. Harrie, Thomas, Okla., $50; J.
W. Mulcahy Hdw., Thomas, Okla.,
$25; Farmers Produce Co,, Thomas,
$25; B. F. Stuzman, Thomas, $20;
Thomas Mill & Grain Co., $20; McKeaigg & Akin, Thomas, $25; Thomas Produce Co., $10; Hochaday &
Co., Hdw., $25; Farmers' Grain and
Supply Co., $50; clothing from Mrs.
Geo. Deibolt, Abilene, Kas.; clothing from Moonlight Sewing Circle,
Detroit, Kas.; 12 qts. tomatoes, Sr.
John Frymire, Thomas, Okla.
We want to thank all who have
shared in giving and may the Lord
bless and reward each one is our
prayer.
Yours in His service,
P. B. and Edna Friesen
and Workers.
ZION MISSION, CHAMBERSBIJRG,
PA.
"They that trust in the Lord shall
be as Mount Zion which cannot be
moved but abideth forever."
I want to thank the Lord for His
goodness to us and praise Him for
the way he encourages His children
even though the devil may storm
and howl all around us, yet God is
faithful and will deliver us. He
has promised never to leave nor
forsake us and so no matter what
may come, if we are truly anchored in Him.
We are surely in the last days
for sin and inquity are abounding.
Praise the Lord that it will soon be
over and the Lord will take us
home to Himself. Our meeting is
in the past. Brother Snider surely
brought the word to us and we
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glad for the few that took the way
praise God for his labors.- We are
with God and for the encouragements others received to press the
battle on for the Lord. We want
to thank all who have helped in
t h e support of the work at this
place.
Receipts—D. A. Myers, North
Hampton, 0., $8; Sr. Musser, Chambersburg, $4; Amanda Dohner, by
request, $10; Sr. Edith Wiles,
Chambersburg, $2; Mission offering, $30.93; Carrie Alyea, Grantham
Pa., $1.50; with balance on hand,
total, $86.91.
Expenditures—Provisions, $40.13;
light, $3.24; coal $22.80; Total,
$66.17.
Balance on hand, March 1, $19.74.
BUFFALO MISSION
To the Visitor family, Greetings:
We hereby express our gratitude to
the Lord for the constant tokens oi
His love and favor. Many thanks
too, to all who have shared in carring the various burdens and responsibilities of the work. It may
be in season for us to say just a
word complimentary to those who
have so faithfully shared in supplying the financial needs. An explanation given by a brother in the
February 9th Visitor is self-explanatory. We appreciate this timely
explanation by our brother. But
we wish to say further that the
Mission has also had other supporters, whose liberal giving has been
governed by the same convictions
as made plain in the explanation ref e r r e d t0
With the purest motive. no
thoughtful Christian would wish to
set a bad example in the grace of
giving and we are very thankful to say that our little congregation has not been burdened with
financial slackers.
A word may be in order here too,
iri behalf of the less favored and
those in reverse and poor financial
circumstances. Those too have usually shared their little and when
not able to do so, they are considered worthy of the same love and
interest as the more favored.
Personally we nave a sense of re-
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sponsibility and desire to be faithful in these things and we need
much grace and wisdom to be able
to render an acceptable service.
Your brother and sister in Christ,
G. E. and Effie, Whisler.
Financial Report for January, 1920.
Carried over, $62.90.
Receipts—Valley chapel S. S.,
Canton, Ohio, $13.11;
Webster
Burch,$5; I. H. N., $5; Walter Max,
$5; James Philips, $5 Dennie Bland,
$3; E. H. Carlyon, $4; W. F Augustine, $10; Wesley Heiner, $5; E.
A. Robert, $10; W. A. Rooth, $10.
Expenditures—Gas, $4.20; electricity, $2.05; wall paper and plaster, $6.98; paper hanging, $4.50;
groceries and sundry expense, $38.64; stove repairs and houshold, $6.
Balance on hand, $75.64.
February Report
Carried over, $75.64.
Receipts—E. H. Carlyon, $3.50;
Mabel Max, $5; Margaret Carver,
Jr., $1; Earnest Swalin, $1; Orville
Herr, $3.50; Bro. and Sr. Ehlers, $5;
Ruth Stickley, $1; Jesse Wringer,
$1; W. A. Rooth, $10; Dennie Bland,
$3; Emma Bahruhauer, $1.
Expenditures—Gas $2.80; electricity $2.26; toweling, $1; hat rack
and fixtures,
$3.75;
groceries,
household, etc., $37.97.
Balance on hand, $63.86.
Note of c o r r e c t i o n - I n our December report, Bertie S. S., Stevensville, Ont., was credited $4,
which should have been $45, and
the name S. B. Hess should have
been S. B. Herr, $10.
;
TESTIMONY
Dear Readers: Greeting in Jesus'
name. I have felt impressed so often to write for the Visitor, but always have neglected, but by the
help of God I will do so now.
I always love to read the Visitor
and especially the testimonies and
I never could lay it away when it
came without looking all through
it. Then a still, small voice would
say to me, "you ought to write for
the Visitor, if you cannot write
very much, write a little" and I
want to obey. I Thess. 5:19 says,
"Quench not the Spirit." What
blessed seasons I have had all alone

April & im
with God. When trials and disaster came along our pathway, oh,
how sweet it is that we can go- to
Jesus and He will always help us.
I have found Jesus so precious to
my soul and if it were not for Him
I am sure I would not know what
to do, nor where I would be this
evening.
I praise the Lord that I have
praying parents that have taught
me this good and happy way. 1 was
13 years old when I started for the
kingdom and have been on the way
seven years and I mean to be faithful. Please pray for me that I
might be true to Jesus,
Your unworthy sister.
Sallie H. Tyson.
TFSTIMONY
J
Swenksville, Pa.
D e a r p e o p l e : Just a few lines for
I was made to think
t h e visitor.
o f t h e w o r d s 0 f t n e Apostle Paul,
2 Cor. 4. 8, 9: "We are troubled on
e v e r y s j d e > y e t not distressed; we
a r e p e r p l e x e d ; b u t n o t i n despair,
p e r s e C u t e d , but not forsaken; cast
down, but not destroyed." Then
j n y e r s e j _ ^ "For our light afflict i o n > w h i c h ' i s but for a moment,
W0I4eth for us a far more
and
exceeding and eternal weight of
gjory »
We ^
liying ^ wonderful days
&t ^
present time and ^
theme
.<making
Qf t h e w o r M
ig
gurely
money„ and they have.no time for
Christ
A n d w h e n j t h i n k of w h a t
we
the

ag C h r i s t i a n s a r e
cause

speak

^Q0

for

0 ften

of

d d n g

for

the

Christ I am sure I

myself

when

T say

that

we do not consider this
g
h
There
is so much to be
enou
d o n e a n d s o m a n y SO uls are going
d o w n to ruin because of the lack
Let us all do
o r r i g h t teaching
m o r e for Christ for He has done so
When we are faithm u c h for u s
f u } t o jjim we can have a real
camp-meeting in our hearts continif w e continue faithful to
uauy
jjim to the end we can say with
^ e Apostle Paul "I have fought a
finished my
g o o d fight, I have
j have kept the faith
courseHenceforth there is laid up for me
Continued on Da if

"

Aprils, ma

._,____
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Is the Bible school wrongly located? This has been a question
which many have discussed ever
since the school was first started
in the city of Harrisburg. Some
of the brethren found by experience t h a t it would be far better
not to have the church school in
the city nor near enough to the
city t h a t students would be tempted continually by the many alurements t h a t one finds m the city
environment. After through contsideration the school was moved
to the quiet little hamlet of Grantham, a distance of ten miles from
the capital city of Pennsylvania.

we have been able to get a nurse
to come regularly and teach this :
class. All the introductory points
of nursing are taught. Fractical ilmention this fact so that young lustrations arc give a, how to carepeople who are interested in school for the sick, both old and young.
work need not feel that in coming The Carlisle hospital
shows
a
to the Church school they are be- friendly attitude toward the work
ing deprived of the advantages of of this institution and does roach
which many of the greatest institu- for us, knowing that the Bible
tions boast.
School is run on the same basis as
Besideg the regular courges
a t the hospital from the standpoint
t h e B i b l e S c h o o l a s o u t l i n e d i n o u r that they botn have oeen started
donations
c a t a l o g u e > t h e s t u d e n t s h a v e m a n y and are maintained by
iro
those
l0 a r e
:ven t o be
t
i
e
,
which
some
of
the
™
f
^
"
opportuni
S
nevolent
work.
C h u r c h a n d f r i e n d s of t h e school
h a v e n o t b e e n a w a r e of A t t h e p r e s .
T h e r e jy a c l a s s o f y Q u n g
m e n
Saturday
there
are
of
about the same size as the sisent time every
training, tors' class which also meets on Satt h r e e clagses in m a n u a l
by a leadt a u g h t b y a n efficient teacher. The urday and is instructed
y o u n g m e n o f t h e g c h o o l find t h a t i n g p h y s i c i a n o f C u m b e r l a n d Counand ty, Dr Wagoner of Carlisle
Pa
t h i s w o r k is v e r y beneficial
t h a t t h e change from book w o r k to w h o hag had & wide
expe;ience|

Grantham has proved to be a
splendid place for study and meditation. Those who come to Grantham for the first time, and climb
the hill to the Bible School are not
always favorably ipressed with the
locality. But those who live here
for a period of time find t h a t the
hills, winding roads, beautiful forests, and clear sparkling streams
are a most suitable place for a student body.
Many famous schools of learning
have found by long experience t h a t
they missed a great privilege of a
quiet place to study by building
their institutions in some great metropolis. Some have thought that
the school being so near the railroad would keep the students from
study. One soon becomes accustomed the rapid transit of produce
through the little hamlet and pays
no attention to the whistle of the
rushing train, which in one sense,
breaks the monotony of each day.
We are near enough to the city
of Harrisburg to enjoy much of the
valuable information which can be
had from her splendid libraries and
other sources. Harrisburg is now
in the process of a re-development
and is becoming one of the great
centers for important meetings of
many leading organizations. We

the use of the saw, plane and hamin
the making of many needful articles which are useful in the
home, is a valuable asset to their
education.
The s c hool is striving to give her
students the very best and men
w b o have come to visit the institution and have gone away much surp r i s e d to have found out that the
Church has so well an equipped
p l a c e 0 f learning under a Christian
influence. The reason for a lack
of this knowledge is that we as a
Church are very modes in our statements concerning our own work,
But we felt it is now time and
n
° t out of place to let the public
know
that our students have advantages equal to many of the best
schools in the country. This has
a
^ been made possible by the cooperation of the many...friends who
fee the beauty of Christian trainm
% * o r the youth of our Church.
At present there is a class of
twenty-four girls which meets Saturday afternoon, instructed by a
graduate nurse o fthe Carlisle hospital. This makes the second year
we have had such a class and the
sisters feel that the many instructions along the line of sanitation
and care for the sick is very valuable. It seems very fortunate that
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both in home and foreign fields
and is prepared to impart valuable
lessons . This work consists of instruction in first aid. The young
men take a great interest in the
class and find they are receiving
much valuable information which
tn
e y will always to be glad they
nad tne
Privilege of gaining. There
*s a c a ^ ^TOm the foreign field for
missionaries who have knowledge
alon
£ t h e l i n e o f nursing and first
aid work
- The missionary students
are
^ k i n g advantage of these
splendid opportunities and are receivmg that which will better preP a r e t h e m f o r t h e f o r e i g n field,
The spring term which opens on
March 29th, with bring with it the
regular class in Normal Training,
Those who wish to teach the corning year review the necessary subjects during the spring term. As
there is a great demand for teache r s at the present time many of
our
young people ought to take advantage of this opportunity to prepare for
P u b l i c school teaching.
Come and
Jo[n o u r Christian band
of v o u n
^ People, where you will
be
made fully welcome, and find
a
splendid atosphere for study.
This report was intended for t h e
February 23 issue, b u t was delayed,
—Ed.
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EASTER
Continued from page 1

the death penalty was concerned.
But it would appear t h a t in the
economy of God's plan there was
also a cleansing required. Consequently the Lord spoke through t h e
prophet saying, "That day there
shall be a fountain opened in the
house of David
for sin and uncleanness." And that fountain was
opened in our Savior's pierced side,
and the blood was for the cleansing
of the pollution of sin, and the
atonement. Now according to the
Apostle's arguing, Christ's resurrection was of highest importance.
For thereby the barrier has been removed and a great channel opened
into the fountain of cleansing, to
which the cleansing ceremonies of
the law were only a type and consequently inefficient in effect.
But now, by virtue of Christ's
complete and finished work the
burdened one may by faith plunge
into this cleansing fountain and receive its sanctifying power to the
soul.
Fordwich, Ont.
SEVEN RUL^S FOR DAILY
LIVING
(1.) Make a definite consecration of yourselves to God. With
most it would be sufficient to
write out Miss Havergal's hymn,
"Take my life and let it be," and
to sign their names at t h e foot.
But in any case it is well to write
down some record of the act to
keep for some future record. Of
course if we have really given
ourselves once we can not give ourselves a second time. We may renew the consecration vows we may
review the deed of gift, we may insert any new clauses we like. And
if we have gone astray we may ask
the Lord to forgive the foul wrong
and the robbery which we have
done Him, and to restore our souls
into the position from which we
have fallen. Oh, how sweet the
n remise, "He restoreth my soul!"
Dear Christian reader, seek some
Quiet spot, some still hour, and
yield yourself to God.
(2.) Tell God t h a t you are will-

ing to be made willing about all.
You never will be happy until you
let the Lord Jesus keep the house
of your nature, closely scrutinizing
every visitor and admitting only
His friends. He must reign. He
must have all or none. He must
have the key of every closet, of
every cupboard, and of every
room. Do not try to make them fit
for Him. Simply give him the key
and he will cleanse and renovate
and make beautiful.
(3.) Reckon on Christ to do His
nart perfectly. Directly you give
He takes. Directly you open the
door, He enters. Directly you will
roll back the floodgate He pours in
a glorious tide of fullness of
wealth, of power, of joy. The clay
has only to be plastic to the hand
of a Palissy. Oh, to be equally susceptible to the moulding influences
of Christ. We shall not fail in realizing the highest ideal of which
we are canable, if only we will let
Him do His work.
(4.) Confess sin instantly.
If
you allow acid to drop and remain
on your steel fenders it will corrode them and if you allow sin to
remain on your hearts unconfessed
it will eat out all peace and rest.
Do not wait for the evening to
come or until you can get alone, in
the very rush of life with the footprints of sin still fresh, lift up
your heart to your mericiful and
ever-present Savior and say, "Lord
Jesus wash me now from that sin,
in Thy precious blood, and I shall
be whiter than snow." The blood
of Jesus is ever at work, cleansing
us from unconscious sin, b u t it is
our part to apply for it to cleanse
from known sins.
(5.) Hand over to Christ every
temptation and care. When you
feel temptation approaching you,
as a bird by some quick instinct is
aware that the hawk is hovering
near, then instantly lift your heart
to Christ for deliverance. He can
not rebuff or fail you. "He will
gather you under His wings." And
when any petty annoyance or heavier worry threatens to mar your
peace, in a flash of a moment hand
it over to Jesus, saying, "Lord, I
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am oppressed, undertake for me."
Trust in Christ to keep you trusting. In the morning intrust to Him
the keeping of your soul and e x pect Him to keep that which you
have committed unto Him.
(6.) Keep in touch with Christ,'
avoid the spirit of fault-finding,
criticism, uncharitableness,
and
anything that is inconsistent with
His perfect love.
(7.) Expect the Holy Ghost to
work in and for you. He will never
give us a work to do without showing exactly how and when to do it.
Do not dread to enter this life for
fear God will ask you to do something you cannot do. He will never
do that. If He lay aught on your
heart, He will do so irresistibly and
as you pray about it the impression
will continue to grow, so that presently as you look up to know what
He wills you to say or do, the way
will suddenly open and you will
have said the word or done the
deed almost unconsciously.—Selected by Ada Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy Pa.
Door Closed to Women Wearing
Low .Necked] Dresses.
(Associated Press)
Paris, Dec. 9.—Acting on the
pastorial letter of Cardinal Annette, Archbishop of Paris, protesting against
the
present
style of the dress of women,
the Vicar of Notre Dame D'Avenieres, a pilgrimage church near
Saval, has posted the following
notice:
"Entry to this church is forbidden to women wearing low
necked dresses or those not
reaching down to the ankles.—•
Daily Mail and Empire. Sel. by
P. H. Doner. •
Continuedifrom page 14

a crown of righteousness which the
Lord the righteous judge shall give
me in that day and not to me only
but to all them that love his appearing."
Love to all,
Isiah Tyson.
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Dear Brother: 1 united with the
church when I was 16 years old and
while I seemed to have real conviction for sin I do not remember
having experienced what folks call
the new birth or regeneration. I
went to the altar some time ago to
seek Salification but it seemed
that I was unable to really grasp
the teaching as it was given. I have
tried to live a good moral life but
cannot say that I have the real
joys of salvation. Can you give
me any advice that will help me?
I really want to be ready when Jesus comes.
Your honest confession is praise
worthy, as there are few who are
willing to really confess where they
stand, and t r y to bolster up their
spiritual lack by an extra good outward life and sanctimonious actions. Just what we may be able
to say that will be helpful will depend largely on how hungry and
thirsty you are for righteousness.
The fact that you did not receive
a clear witness of the spirit to
your regeneration when conviction
fell upon you may have been due
to the fact t h a t you were not
properly instructed when conviction fell upon you, or it may be
there was sin in your life t h a t you
were unwilling to confess, which
would involve and make incomplete
your surrender to Christ and it
may have been lack of real faith
in the atoning blood for your pardon, etc.
It is not surprising to me that
you were not able to grasp the
t r u t h on Sanctification for it is a
clearly proven fact that the soul
that is not clear before God in Justification is unable to grasp the
real meaning of this deep soul experience.
The fact t h a t you are concerned
about your condition is evidence
that t h e Lord is working with you
and should encourage you to at
once come to Him with all your
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heart in deep contrition and prayer, asking Him for light on your
real standing before Him. If sin is
revealed, confess it. No matter
how small the sin may be, that may
be the very barrier or hindrance
that keeps you from believing.
Don't be afraid to pray out and cry
to God for real salvation. As you
do this and surrender yourself fully to Christ, step out on the promise of God. Believe that God means
what He say, "If we confess our
sins He is faithful and just to forgive our sins." Believe Him now.
Don't let up until you know in t h e
depth of your soul t h a t you "Have
passed from death unto life." Chas.
Finney went out in the woods to
pray and seek t h e Lord and at first
Satan made him afraid to pray out
for fear someone would hear him
but he overcame and wrestled with
God until he received a most glorious work of the Spirit in his soul
and went back to his office rejoicine in the love of Jesus. "Go thou
and do likewise."
THE THOUGHT
Chisel in hand stood a sculptor boy
With his marble block before him,
And his face lit up with a smile
of joy
As an angel dream passed o'er him.
He carved the dream on that
shapeless stone—
With heaven's own light, the sculptor shown;
He had caught that angel vision.
Sculptors of life are we as we
stand
With our souls uncarved before us;
Waiting the hour when at God's
command
Our life-dream passes o'er us.
If we carve it then, on the yielding
stone
With many a sharp incision,
Its heavenly beauty shall be our
own,
Our lives that angel vision.
Bishop Doane.
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IS I T WELL W I T H T H E E ?

"Is it well with thee? Is it well
with thy husband? Is it well with
thy child?"
This is a question that confronts
every one of us some time in life.
Vvhen this question is asked it is
usually taken to be physical or
commercial and the spiritual only
take it to mean t h e soul.
The question was asked the Shulamite without qualification and the
woman was left to decide the qualification for herself.
But without regard to the condition of the child, she was ready
to say "It is well."
This question comes to the individual first, and they begin to look
at the condition of their own heart
and they are required to make one
of two decisions, either "It is well"
or it is not well, which implies, to
the Christian, a need.
There is not a single need that
there is not a provision in the Gospel to satisfy.
Christ cured all that came to
him when he was here on earth and
"He is just the same today as before He went away." Praise the
Lord.
The second part of the question
is applied to the married folk. For
the wellfare of the helpmeet pulls
the heart-strings as nothing else
does, and if ever a helping hand
goes out to one, it is to the helpmeet. And in a larger sense there
is no one that wants to see a person go into eternity unprepared,
and wants to follow them in their
memories and think of them as in
hell for eternity.
The next concern is about the
children, they are the ones that
we are expecting to take t h e work
when we lay it down. Are they
nrenared to carry the things of
God and go on with the work t h a t
the oreat commission implies.
God has done all to meet the
need of the soul, b u t the fact, remains tVm+ Satan is doing all he
f?r\ to destroy the things of God.
The snares are so manv and t h e
trans so concealed that many a^e
falliner into them every day. We
should do all that we can to rescue
the perishing.
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To the child of God the question
comes with double force. "Is it
well?" The Shulamite said, "Yes
it is well." She was so yielded
t h a t she could say yes, no matter
what the condition is and we
should be the same. Say yes. If
the conditions are not as we would
have them according to our judgment we say yes anyway.
The child is in question. Is
he or she saved? Can we say "It is
well? Have we done our part to
have it so. If we have done our
part we can say for our part, "It
is well." It is committed, thank
God. They are on the altar for
God and I have done all that I can
so I have them committed.
Can we say the same in respect
to the helpmeet. That we have done
all that we can and all is well from
our part The Shulamite said, "All
is well," when her child was dead,
She said "It is well," with her hnsband, and it was also well with
her. Lord, all is well. h»ve thy
wav. Can we answer this for ourselves, without a auestion?
—J. L. Myers.
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soul too precious for words to exdown,
press. That was thirty years ago Soon thou shalt wear the victor's
and while I was not always obedcrown!
ient, as I should have been and
grieved His holy spirit, He did not When faith is anchored, steadfast,
leave me but every act of disobedsure,
ience brought condemnation to my Refined as gold, serenely pure,
heart, till six years ago when I be- i t yields the fruits of peace and
came willing to take the whole way
joy
with the Lord to bid the world Where doubts and fears cannot
and its follies adieu, and praise the
annoy.
Lord I was willing to become a Each victory leads to higher
separate peculiar person. I praise
ground
God for the plain way and the dear Where mercy, grace and t r u t h
plain sisters t h a t showed me the
abound,
more excellent way (a whole- And manifests God's love divine
hearted service) that put a new No power on earth can undermine.
song into my mouth, even praises
to my God. It was there t h a t I Q ^ then my soul be not forlorn.
was led to make an entire conse- R e j 0 j c e a n d cease to weep and
cration to Him and do whatever He
mourn
would have me do for Him. I t was when God applies in tender love
there I drank- of life's pure foun- -phe m e a n s that lifts thee far above
tain that never runs dry. He has ^11 e a r t h l y gain and worldy fame
not only given me a desire to live ^0 a n i m m 0 r t a l sweeter frame
for Him but to tell others what He ^ n d then at last to worlds on high
has done and by His grace live out w h e r e p a i n a n d d e a t h s h a l l c o m e
the real Christian spirit.
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Foreign Missionary Department
FROM INDIA
Dauram Madhipura.
Dear readers of the Visitor: It
has been some time since I last
took up my pen to write for the
Visitor, but I am glad this evening I again find this opportune
time to give praise to my God
through the pen. I praise Him
this evening for victory. Though
we have trials and tests yet I'm
glad we know with you that our
God is able and that He will not
let us be tempted above that we
are able to bear and will with the
temptation make a way of escape
for us.. Praise His name for His
great love for us.
The passing days find us busy
for our King in the work which
mv heart most delights in. Week
before last a few days were spent
at a religious fair, preaching the
Gospel and selling scripture portions. Many were the kinds of
purchasers of these books. Some
bought them because they were
told that thev were God's shastras,
others bought them because they
thought we were selling them to
earn our living'. (However one
man when I told him that we made
no profit on the sale of the books
thoucht it very stranere that we
should take so much trouble to e"et
these books in the hands of the
people.)
Again others bought books because white people were selling
them, and there was still another
kind, those that purchased them
and delighted to tear the book to
pieces before your eyes. So we met
different kinds of people and had
various opportunities to give out
the Gospel story.
At the end of the week we, (S.
Gay man, Byer and self) received
notice to break up camn at once
and come home as Bro. Smiths were
lonvine for America in ten days.
We all knew t h a t meant some rushing so we got busy, while some

were sewing, mending trunks and
packing, others saw after the
cooking.
The last Sunday of their stay we
were all together at Saharsa. The
day was also a full one. In the
forenoon Hindu Sunday school and
English services and in the evening communion services.
There
. e r e six baptized, three men and
three of the orphan girls.
Our
prayer is that God may lead these
precious souls on to a further
knowledge of Himself day by day.
May we continue to have your
prayers for us and the work.
M. E F F I E ROHRER.
SAFE HOME

Grantham, Pa., Apr. 3, 1920.
Greeting to the readers of the
Visitor: This writing finds us once
more safely sheltered in our paternal home, enjoying a refreshing
rest and the affectionate care of
those dearly loved by us. After
the strain and disaffection of t h e
East getting into such a peaceful
and restful evironment seems almost too good to be real. It seemed
equally good to meet the many dear
brethren and sisters and friends
whom we have known and loved.
Our ship, the "City of Lahore,"
sailed from Calcutta t h e 9th of
February and we reached Boston
March 23. Brothers Joseph and
John were at the wharf to meet us
and I am sure some of you dear
readers can understand what it
meant to us to see them among
the crowd of spectators. We reached our home here in Grantham
about 7 p. m., and were welcomed
by all those present.
The first half of our trip across
the waters was AS pleasant as
could have ben wished, but the last
half of the journey was at times
verv roup-h. We were wonderfully
preserved and kept free from fear
and worry. The ocean voyage did
our bodies very much good and we

Bish. J. N. Engle, Abilene, Kansas.,
Eld. D. W. Heise, Gromley, Ont., Contributing Editors.
MISSIONARY ADDRESSES
Eld. S. G. Engle, Treasurer, 4014
Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.
AFRICA.
B'sh. H. P. and Grace
Steigerwald,
Eld. H. J. and E m m a Frey, Miss H a n n a h
Baker, Matopo Mission,
Bulawayo, 8.
Africa.
H. F r a n c e s Davidson, Macha Mission,
Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, S. Africa
W a l t e r O. and Abbie B'. Winger, Sr.
Sallie Doner, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Cora Ilvis, Miss Mary Heisey, Bro. Lewis and Sr. Elizabeth Steckley, Mtshabezi Mission.
ezi Mission, Bulawayo, S. Africa, P r i v a t e
Bag.
I. O. and Alice L e h m a n , Box 52'>;',
J o h a n n e s b u r g , T r a n s v a a l , S. Afr'ca.
H a r v e y and Naomi Lady, Lourenco
Marques, P o r t u g e s e , E a s t Africa.
Eld. A. C. Winger, Matopo
Mission,
Bulawayo, S. Africa.
Eld. Myron and Adda Taylor, Sikalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
INDIA.
Eld. H. L. and Katie Smith, Ruth
Byer, Saharsa, Bhogalpur d i s t , B. & N.
Wn. Ry., India.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Anita Zarger,
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., India.
Effie Rohrer, A n n a M. Steckley, Daur r m Madhipura, N. Bhagalpur, B. Aj N.
W. Ry., India.
Eld. Amos D. M. and Nellie Dink*
C. E. and Ruth Heise, Saharsa, N. Bhagalpur Dist., B. & N. W. Ry., India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH.
H. L. Smith a n d wife, Grantham, Pa.
Sadie Book, Ramona, Kan.
Cora Alvis, Bridgeport, Okla.

have come back to our normal
weight once more which to us is a
source of much joy.
We left the dear co-laborers in
the field in good health except Sr.
Rohrer and she was according to
last reports picking up in health
and strength for which we praise
the Lord. The work also was moving along nicely as you will be
hearing from the field in due
course.
Our course of action is not yet
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certain, b u t we are in the hands of
the Board to be used of them and
tfte Brotherhood as they may see
fit. Our hearts are in the field and
we want to do all in our power to
make our stay in the homeland tell
for souls in India.
We still have fond recoiiections
of the many good homes into which
we were privileged to enter before
we set sail for India seven years
ago, and we hope to renew those
happy acquaintances and meet
many more of the hear brethren in
their homes during our stay in the
homeland. We extend joyful Easter greetings to all the dear ones
whom we know and who know us,
and we shall be glad to look once
more into your faces and recount
the experiences which we have had
and in which the Lord has proved
himself so precious and near. May
we have your prayers in our behalf and in behalf of the field and
work and workers dear to our
hearts.
In true Christian affection,
Your brother and sister,
H. L. & Katie Smith.
TEMPTATATION8 OF MISSIONARIES
Many well-meaning 'riends of
missions seem to have the opinion
that the character of the missionary becomes miraculously transformed during his trip to, or following his arrival upon the field,
in such a way that he is lifted
quite above the temptations to
which ordinary Christians are subject. In spite of this general supposition, there is nothing in either
reason or in t h e early record of
missions, as we find it in the Bible,
which supports it. If it be true
t h a t the missionary is employed in
breaking down the works of t h e
Vino-dom of darkness, it stands to
reason that the arch-tempter will
will not exempt from his wiles
f^opo w n o are engaged in destroyin o- his work.
• Tnp> Scripture record of early
m ; ssion work is that Paul and Barnabas had a serious misunderstanding, t h a t John Mark shirked his
work for awhile, and that Peter had

j _ _
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to be reproved in t h e presence of
all. If such imperfections appeared in those first days of apostolic
zeal, we certainly cannot expect
missionaries to be very much different today—we write this, therefore, that those who really strive
together with us in their prayers
may the better know how to intercede for us.
One of t h e very first temptations
to meet the missionary upon arrival is to weakness of faith. It is one
thing to sing, in the midst of a
Christian congregations, a hundred
voices joining in:
"Jesus shall reign where'er the sun
Doth his successive journeys run."
It is another thing to sing it alone
in the midst of the thousands of
followers of the false prophet who
deny Christ's right to reign over
them. The new arrival on the mission field passes through some solemn hours when face to face with
the dead monotony of human shame
and sin, the halo which in his mind
had been associated with mission
work lifts like the morning mist
before an oriental sun. It is then
"hit he begins to understand the
s
>il\licai definition of faith--that it
s an assurance of things not seen.
For to see the complete victory of
Christ's kingdom on the mission
field requires indeed an assurance
of things not seen there as yet.
Later, of course, he gets his "second wind," when he "learns to labor and to wait." But even then
at times the fanatic opposition, the
numerous adversaries, the dense ignorance, and above all the meagre
results cause him to feel his u t t e r
weakness and make him pray with
the disciples, "Lord, increase our
faith."
Another temptation arise from
our aptitude to become accustomed
to everything, and results in a
state wherein neither the prospects
of success beckon, nor the lack of
it pains; a condition where we
neither catch with t h e eye of
faith the signs of the appraochiug
kingdom, nor are able to sav with
Paul, "I have great sorrow and unceasing pain in my heart." At first
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the innumerable Christless graves,
the numbers of heathen and the
low moral plane on which they l i y
affect the ne wmissionary painfully. But there is such a thing as
becoming
accustomed to these,
things so that we shall take them
as a matter of course. As a result
he performs his work mechanically,
not spontaneously; from a sense ot
duty, not with t h e emotions of
hope and joy. Here again both the
the standard and the corrective are
found in the spirit of the Mastei
who never became insensitive and
callous to sin and sorrow, nor ever
despaired of the certain triumph or
His kingdom.
Another temptation the missK .ary especially has to face arises
from his relation to the people
whom he came to reach. He is
tempted to refrain from coming in
real human contact with them, and
to treat with them rather on a
plane of duty than of love. Just
what the attitude of t h e missionary should be toward the people
he came to evangelize, no one can
define exactly. No doubt the location of t h e field and one's individual characteristics would enter
PS factors in any answer to this
nnestion, but if we follow Christ's
example, it is quite certain that t h e
degree of contact he expects us to
have with the native is quite
close. At this point arises the difficulty. The educated person at
home naturally associates
more
with those who are of like mental
attainments than with those who
are less educated. The minister in
the homeland must constantly be
on his guard lest he pay too much
attention to t h e educated members
of his flock to the neglect of those
who have not enjoyed like educational advantages. Now human nature on the field is not any different. But t h e average native is ignorant to degree that constitutes
the ignorant at home educated in
comparison. The difference of race
is another bar. Viewnoints differ
diametrically, "for East is East and
West is West." Religious antagonism cuts off almost all sympathy
on the part of the native. To cap
the climax, the language never be-
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comes the easy and ready means
for the exchange of thought that
one's mother tongue is. Is it
strange that naturally the missionary shrinks from putting himself
in daily intimate contact with t h e
native, not to speak of fellowship?
**. ,, . ,.
.^ _,, . ^
Directly in line with this there
are a thousand and one things
which combine to strengthen this
tendency to refrain from close contact with the natives. The quiet of
the study with its companionship
of books, and the relief and restfulness of the home tempt the missionary from uncongenial contact
with
ignorant
people,
whose
thoughts move almost invariably,
within narrow limits and on a low
moral plane. Again the call of
numerous other things such as repairs, the mail, household duties
and the like, not to mention minor
things stand ready to supply the
sop to his conscience for the negleet of this very first purpose for
which he came out. The human
mind is adept at finding excuses
for sins of omission.
But though he tends to this naturally, it does not follow that
grace cannot supply that wherein
nature is deficient. Here again, as
for all Christian work and workers,
the Cross of Christ is the true vantage-point. I t is not because of
the native's picturesque clothes
or strange customs, b u t only by the
power of grace divine that we can
love the unlovely ,and see in the
worst the possibility of the best.
Only when we are actuated by the
spirit of Him who emptied Himself, taking upon Himself the form
of a s e r v a n t " will we with Paul
bow our knees "unto the Father
fro whom every family in heaven
and earth is named," and feel tugging at our hearts the feelings of
human friendship wherever we
meet our fellowmen.
I t will not be necessary to men„ . ,•

. ,
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for they more especially evolve
from the interrelation of human
imperfections with the problems of
the mission field. What has been
said is sufficient to show that we
lay claim to no special sanctity,
What we do the stronger lay claim
to is, your effectual, fervent prayer
.
' . , ,£ ~ . ' ,
., „ -,,
in weakthus wil
God s
sin
t r eour
n g t behalf.
h b e m a dOnly
e perfect
n e s s > a n d w e be enabled to make
known with power the mystery of
the Gospel as we ought to speak.—
G
- J - Pennings, in Bombay Guardian-

. . .

tack the missionary, for to do so
would be to mention well-nigh all
those with which every Christian
worker has to contend. We have
mentioned the above in- particular

UAV
^L**1L1^1 LWiU ^
'
J- Pullen runs
a ferryboat
across the English Channel.
He
s a y s he does not get up enough
steam before starting to carry t h e
boat across the channel If he did,
it would explode and blow the boat
i n t o s m a l l p i e ces; b u t when he gets
g tM
t w
poundg
of
-»*>-,
steam
' h e starts" B u t h e C a m e S
coal alon
g t o m a k e m o r e steam,
God does not
£ive u s
sufficient
race at t h e s t a r t
to
carrv
us
S
through life—if he did, we could
no
* contain it—but sufficient grace
for e a c h dav
; a n d H e d o e s give us
fuel—the Bible, prayer and His
Spirit.—S. J. T. Price.

There are many dead people in
the world who are not yet buried;
there are thousands who have been
dead many years and do not know
it. When a man's heart is cold and
indifferent about Christ, when his
hands are never employed in doing God's work, when his heart is
never familiar with His ways, when
his tongue is seldom used in prayer
and praise, when his ears are deaf
to the voice of the Spirit in the
Gospel, when his eyes are blind to
the beauty of heaven, when his
mind is full of t h e world and has
You will find, my friend that t h e
no room or time for spiritual things Lord does not permit His people to
- t h e n a man is d e a d . - J . C. Rule, take these highways here for long,
You wiU h
flgbt and to w
™\to
°fp
n
OUR POSSIBLE SELF
J ? * * 0 W&lk ^
™e ^ l e \ ^
•
.
highways are not always suitable
+
T
Every man wh
° C a m e t 0 J e S U S for us here, but yonder. And there
s a w m h i m t h e i m a g e of h l s o w n w e sha11 s e e H i m as H e
ls
-~Jolm
true
self—the thing t h a t he might Berndge.
be and ought to be. Hundreds
0 u r h pe
were not ready for the sight, and
?
\s n o t hung upon such
an UntW1
d
they
„
^. **** " ?
^ T
went away to be not what
or
I
t
^s
l
i
k
e
l
y
^
b
u
t
the
m i g M b
nor what they
h t tQ
, . . , .'.
.
.
, c ? » i e . ™ e strong rope oi our lasbe b u t w h a t t h e y basely choose to
tened
an h
'
? o r i s t h e ° a *h a n d P™me
^ - But none the less the pattern ise of Him who is eternal verity;
had been showed to them in the °ur Salvation is fastened with
Mount. Cannot you go to Christ G o d ' s o w n hand, and Christ's own
today, and find the idea of your- strength is to the strong stake of
self in him? In God's thought of G o d ' s unchangeable nature.—Ruthyou at this moment there is a pic- e r t o r d .
ture of you which is perfectly disA
tinct and separate and clear. I t is
^ * m a n y of t h e f r i e n d s of o u r
,,

,

.

.,,

tion all the temptations which at- not a vague, blurred picture, with
^

open up to you this p a t t e r n of
yourself. You will see your possible self as God sees it, and then
life will have b u t one purpose and
wish for you, which will be t h a t
you may realize t h a t idea of yourself which you have seen in Christ.
—Phillips Brooks.

.

aged father Herr, of Englewood. Ohio,

.

. . . ...

remembered his ninety-second birthday

all the special colors washed away. o n A p r f l 6_ b y s e n d i n g h l m l e t t e r g a n d
If you "give up your life to serving p o s t c a r d g o f greeting, etc. He wishes
and loving Christ, one of the bless- & »XDress his thanks and to say that he
ings of your consecration to Him is enjoying his usual health and sti!>
will be t h a t in Christ there will has the victory.
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obliged to do, I will take this privilege with all this there is a vacancy that no
to reach you.
one can fill. The companionship is
W A I N F L E E T , ONT.
Although I am not quite as far ad- greatly missed. But I know the time is
On Jan. 25, 1920, at the Wainfleet vanced in age as the sisters I have re- only short. He has gone on just a little
church, Eld. M. L. Dohner, assisted by ferred to, yet I find it quite a task to before. He has crossed over, while I
Eld. Orville Herr, both of Ohio, started compose my thoughts sufficiently to am lingering on the brink for delivera series of evangelistic meetings. The write for publication.
ance, soon to be
brethren came to us filled with the
First I must say that God is good, exSafely, safely gathered in,
spirit and power of the Holy Ghost. tremely good. What would I do withFree from sorrow, free from sin,
When they spoke, we felt it was not out my Saviour in my lonely hours, esPassed beyond all grief and pain,
they, but God speaking through them. pecially in the wakeful hours of the
Death to such is truest gain.
We deemed it a great privilege to have night. Oh, I do thank Him that I was
For our loss we must not weep,
these brethren with us and to listen to brought to know Him. I am so thankNor our loved ones long to keep
From the home of rest and peace,
the plain old gospel truths as they were ful for the wonderful experience I have
Where all sin and sorrow cease.
poured forth night after night.and in had and His kind dealings with me. I
Yes, I am waiting God's time, but
the day meetings as well. Truly the thank Him for the kind, loving, Godgospel story never grows old.
fearing husband he gave me and per- must be patient and do the little that
God's promise, "My word shall not mitted us to live together for forty-seven He has for me to do. I also pray that
return unto me void," was fulfilled in years. Though it was a life of chang- I may become more reconciled and not
our midst. As the sweet story of God's ing scenes—ups and downs, afflictions give way too much to sorrow. I syminfinite love for man, as well as warn- and sorrows—yet it was a sweet life to pathize deeply with Sister Anna Zook,
ings of the coming judgment and the in- us both, as Jesus was ever near to com- also Sister Elliott. May God comfort
evitable doom of the unsaved were pro- fort, bless and help us through. I can us all, is my prayer,
claimed in heart searching tones. God truly say with the psalmist, "I will sing There is no place where earth's sorrows
witnessed to the truth in convicting unto the Lord as long as I live. I will Are more felt than up in heaven;
power. Believers went in for a deeper sing praises to my God while I have my There is no place where earth's feelings
experience and several unsaved souls being."' Psa. 104:33.
Have such kindly judgment given,
gave their hearts to God, for which we
Though I must confess, during my For the love of God is broader
are truly grateful to God.
forty-eight years of pilgrimage, I have Than the measure of man's mind.
At the end of two weeks Bro. Herr come far short of living up to my pri- And the heart of the Eternal
was obliged to leave us. Bro. Dohner vilege. My dear companion said shortly Is most wonderfully kind.
labored on faithfully for another week, before he died that he knew his work
I ask an interest in your prayers.
when we were obliged to close the was about done, and the only regret
Your sister in Christian love,
meetings on account of the influenza was that it was not better done, but he
SARAH McTAGGART.
epidemic. We regretted very much hav- hoped it would be acceptable to God, Box 78, Stayner, Ont, Canada.
ing to close the meetings at that time, and I must confess the same. Now
as a number of souls were under deep since I am left alone (yet not alone)
GORMLEY, ONT.
conviction. However, we believe God and a shut-in, I might say, it seems so
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
allows these things to come, so we little that I ca do for the Master. I
Greeting in Je^u?' name. This morngladly say yes to His will.
thank Him for the health and strength ing I feel impressed to write a few
May the Lord abundantly bless our He gives me, that I can spend part of lines for the Visitor. I am glad for what
dear brethren for their untiring efforts my time writing and sewing, etc.
I enjoy in my soul. I can say with the
put forth in behalf of precious souls at
I have been quite busy all winter sew- poet, "For all the Lord has done for me,
this place and may His Holy Spirit ac- ing for the needy ones, making over I never will ceaso to love Him."
I am glad this morning that I have
company them as they go from us to second hand clothing. This is a real
laid
all on the aliar for Jesus and come
other fields of labor.
pleasure to me, seeing so many in need
to the place where I said yes to Him.
A. S. McCTJLLOH.
in our own surroundings, so many sick
I praise Him for the blessings I receive
and destitute of the necessities of life, by obeying Him in everything and I am
and if we say be ye clothed and fed and glad that through obeying Him we can
A SISTER'S LETTER.
As I have been reading the precious do not administer to their wants, what keep the victory.
letters in the Visitor from our aged sis- thanks have we?
My prayer is that others will come to
I must also thank God for the tempor- Jesus, for salvation is free to all.
ters^-dear old Mary Zook, Catherine
Your sister in Christ,
Kohl and others—the thought came to al comforts I enjoy—a warm comfortCORA STICKLEY.
me, could I not take the privilege and able home, and also good company, as

TESTIMONIES

let many know a little how I am getting
along this long, cold winter.
I have received a great number of
"kind and sympathetic letters from brothers- and sisters throughout the States
and Canada since my late bereavement,
and as I find it impossible to reply to
all personally with all the writing I am

none of my sons could conveniently
come to stay with me, my youngest
brother (a widower) volunteered to
come. I also have a lady companion
with me, and though my sons are all
far away, yet they are so deeply interested as to my comforts and needs that
I have much reason to praise God. Yet

,.

Gormley, Ont.
T h . g i s s u e 0f

the Visitor is again late,
printing force having had a
S j e ge of sickness, and we have practically turned printer ourselves in order to
get the paper out, as the head printer
is still in bed.—Ed.

the

entire

M
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BLACK CREEK BIBLE CONFERENCE Stnadpoint."

The Brethren who were privileged to
attend the Bible conference held Jan.
20-22 in the Brethren's meeting house
near Stevensville, enjoyed a very refreshing season from the Lord and they
desire to give the readers of the Visitor
a brief summary of the same. We shall
give the speaker's name' and topics and
then what he said in as few words as
possible.
Frank Brechbill. Topic 1. "God, His
Relation to Man in Creation, in Regeneration."
"The word speaks plainly that he created the universe and that man was created also; God always retained a relation with man before Christ was on
earth He walked with man. Deut.
24:30; Jesus Christ manifested the relation man should have to God and by
the merits of Christ we are born of God,
cleansed and then He comes (in us) and
gives us power to become witnesses of
service.
Topic 2. "The Holy Spirit, His Person and Purpose."
There is a Holy Spirit who is the
third person o fthe Trinity known by a
number of names; a person who is grieved and quenched. Isaiah says the spirit
of the Lord was upon me, but Jesus
says that He shall be in you. He is the
active agent to carry out the efficacy of
the blood in our lives. He bestows
gifts, empowers comforts, etc., and the
baptism of the Holy Spirit is for us all.
Topic 3. "Compare the Signs Given
Our Lord in St. Luke 21:25-33 to Present
Day Conditions."
Moon represents church, darkened.
Sun represents the sun of righteousness. He then spoke of knowledge and
inventions. Travel shall be increased
and of the perilous times that shall
come. The awful delusion of spiritual,
ism and Christian Science and the miraculous power seemingly
manifested,
and the heaping of wealth. That the
word shall be preached to the world and
Israel. Jer. 30:11.
Orville Herr. Topic 1. "How the
Fishermen Captured Rome."
Bro. Herr had no knowledge that the
fishermen were at Rome but it swayed
an influence over others until its message reached Rome, and he then told of
Paul's voyage to Rome.
Topic 2. "Satan, Person, Place and
Power."
Satan is a person and he came to
earth to tempt Eve, but let us not hold
a conversation with him "as Eve did, as
he will always get the best of us. To
think of him makes us shudder and he
is deceitful. He is the prince and power
of the air.
Topic 3. "Sanctification from a Bible

Sanctification is something for a person who is converted. One who hungers after righteousness can be satisfied; God then tries to purify us more
and more. Jesus wants us to be sanctified that we may be one. It makes
us free from the law of sin and death.
Jesse Winger. Topic—"The Word of
God."
How the word of God got its name and
by whom it was written. How it was
preserved through the ages. We should
study it often.
John Sider. Topic—"Scriptural Methods of Spreading the Gospel."
God calls individuals to preach the
Word. Before sending them he endows them with the power of the Holy
Spirit. Divine healing and persecution
are used to help spread the gospel.
George Whisler. Topic—"The Great
Divide or Christ and the Present Crisis."
The meaning of the word crisis, its
truthfulness as applied to present world
conditions. The crisis is read by the
relation of the church to the Gentile
world and the Gentile to the Jew and
the Jew in relation to his restoration.
The church has today one of its greatest opportunities, although according to
prophecy, she is passing through a dark
age which the people of today do not
like to hear. The parables of Matt. 13
seem to teach that the kingdom is not
only to have a spiritual influence, but
also a moral one. The church's mission
is to preach the gospel and not enter
into moral reformation and not to compromise with the world. Even some of
our present institutions under the name
of Christ are only paving the way for
the anti-Christ.
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out of a religious world. Its mission is
to preach the full gospel. Its destiny
is recorded in 1 Thess. 4:16, 17.
Girvin Bearss. Topic—"Sin, Nature,
Extent, Effect."
It began as soon as the order of God
was broken and came into the world
through disobedience. Sin in its various forms—John 8:44; John 3:4, 5, 17.
To sin against the Holy Spirit is the
greatest sin. It tries to blame some
one else. It keeps people away from
Christ and fills the prisons and insane
asylums and reaches the world over, and
its wages are eternal death.
John Nigh. Topic—"Pride and Humility Contrasted."
Pride's origin, Isaiah 14:14. Pridfr
abides in the heart, planted there by Satan, which exalts the I and very often
manifests itself in adornment. Parents
usually teach children to be proud by
telling them they look nice in their new
clothes. Humility is not known in some
languages. It keeps us from thinking
more of ourselves than we ought to and
does not boast of its humility.
L. Shoalts. "The Witness of Human
Experience to the Inspiration of the
Word."
Various expressions of personal conversion that prove that the Word by the
power of the Spirit of God is concerning
ourselves, which promotes house cleaning as often as we may need it.
Bert Sherk. Topic—"God—His Character, Personality, Attributes."
There is a God who is a Spirit and
has a personal form. We have the privilege of knowing Him and it is important that we know of Him. He is the
creator and judge of the earth, who
seareheth the heart. He is our refuge.
His attributes are what he imparts to
you and I. He imparts to us righteousness.
D. W. Heise. Topic—"The Bible Testimony to Its Own Inspiration."
The Bible proves its own inspiration,
first by the testimony of individuals.
18; John 14:26.'o,efl.a
(Ref. Dan. 6:20, 26; Joshua 14:8, 9. 14,
etc.) Second by inspiration told in authority. (Ex. 34:27; Isa. 8:1.) Third, by
Christ's testimony. (Matt. 5:17,18; Jno.
14:26.) Fourth, by the apostle's testimony. (2 Pet. 1:20, 21; Rom. 1: 12; Rer.
1:10. An admonition to go to the Bible
concerning its inspiration,
shrd etao mfwy shrd etao cmfw shr m
(COR.)

Alvin Winger. Topic—"The Church,
One Body, Unity, Character, Mission,
Destiny."
The church was instituted on the day
of Pentecost. God's children before
that time did not belong to the N. T.
church. The meaning of the word church
describes its position, the called out
ones. A work of the church is the channel in which Christ manifests Himself.
The church has only one life and every
member is active and placed there by
Christ. Although they have the same
life, they have not the same place, but
all members feel for each other. Its
character and conduct harmonize. Its
character is shown by its love for every
one and anyone; its joy is manifested at
all times; its peace remaineth, its selfsacrificing life is manifested; its nonresistant principles are manifested to
the world; its associations are not of
the world; she has been called out of
In these days of greatest oportunity
the political world, out of the money God e x a c t s evei-yone to do his best.
making business and even in a sense,
Are you doing it?
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REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSIONARY TREASURER
FEBRUARY 1st, 1920
%

TO

B a l a n c e in Last R e p o r t Showed an E r r o r of $100.00 too much.
The Correct Figures Given Below.
B a l a n c e in General Fund J a | 1st, 1 9 2 0 . . . .$1013.53
Receipts from J a n u a r y 1 to February 1. 1920
Silverdale and Souderton Dist.—Pa
$ 100.00
Souderton S. S„ Skippack Dist., P a
10.10
F a i r l a n d S. S., Lebanon Dist., P a
50.00
L a n c a s t e r S. S., Manor and P e q u a Dist., P a .
14.50
M a n o r S. S., Manor and P e q u a D i s t , P a . . .
18.00
M a n o r S. S., Manor and P e q u a Dist., Pa. . .
27.78
"United Zion S. S., Lebanon Dist., P a
5.00
Alva and Sr. L e h m a n , Carlisle, P a
50.00
A Brother—Elizabethtown, P a
20,00
N o r t h F r a n k l i n Dist.—Franklin Co., P a . . .
40.00
E n g l e Shelly—Elizabethtown, P a
3.00
Miriam H. Benner—Sellersville, P a
5.00
Morrison Cove Dist.—Pa
65.00
J n o . M. S l a y m a y e r — S t r a u s b u r g , P a
10.00
I r w i n O. Musser—Shippensburg, P a
25.00
J. L. H e i s e y — W a s h i n g t o n Boro, P a
50.00
In His Name—Mechanicsburg, P a
5.00
J. M. Landis—Mechanicsburg, P a
10.00
R u t h McWilliams—Harrisburg, P a
1.00
J a c o b Zarker—Mt. Joy, P a
20.00
A Sister—Anvllle, P a
10.00
N . F r a n k l i n D i s t , F r a n k l i n Co., P a
10.00
I n t e r e s t in E n d o w m e n t
85.50
I n t e r e s t on Savings F u n d
210.68
E s t . of Lydia Ringer—Canton, Ohio
1300.00
D . A. Meyers—N. H a m p t o n , Ohio
25.00
Jno. Rowland—Pavonia, Ohio
14.00
R e b a t e from Thom. Cook & Sons, in fares
15.00
J o s e p h Eshelman—Sedgwick, K a n
lOO.Oo
H a r v e y and Iva Hlckerson, Sedgwick, Kan.
50.00
P e t e r and E v a Gingrass—Sedgwick, Kan.
50.00
M r s . Jos. Eshelman—Sedgwick, K a n
10.00
"W. Page—Detroit, K a n
25.00
E l l e n J. Turngren—Chicago, 111
25.00
A B r o t h e r and Sister—A villa, Ind
60.00
Springvale Cong.—Ontario, Can
25.00
M a r k h a m Dist.—Ontario, Can
50.00
Sr. M c T a g g a r t — S t a y n e r , Can
5.00
C. B. E a v e y — S t r a s b u r g , F r a n c e
4.00
J e s s e Culp—Goshen, Ind
35.00
R. S. McTaggart—Kindersley, Can
25.00
Specials
Abilene Young People's Meeting for South
African T e a c h e r
20.00
Minnie Hinckerson, K a n s a s , for F r a n c e s
Davidson
25.00
Springfield Sunday School, Kan., for Macha
Mission T e a c h e r
50.^0
Mt. Joy Bible Class for R u t h B y e r s
5.00
Mt. J o y Bible Class for Effie Roher
5.00
G r a n t h a m S. S. for Eld. H. P. Steigerwald
54.53
Armenian and Syrian Relief
A l v a and Sr. Lehman—Carlisle, P a
25.00
N . F r a n k l i n District—Franklin Co., P a . . . . 133.25
N . F r a n k l i n District—Franklin Co., P a . . . .
2.00
Morrison Cove District—Franklin Co., Pa.
35.00
Mt. P l e a s a n t S. S.—Lancaster Co., P a
116.22
Mt. P l e a s a n t S. S. Bible C l a s s — L a n c a s t e r
Co., P a
13.32
Minnie Hicckerson—Sedgewick, K a n
25.00
S. R. Wolf and Wife—Freeport, 111
10.00
S p r i n g H o p e Cong., Pa., for L e s t e r Meyers
14.43
L y k e n s Valley Dist., Pa., for L e s t e r Meyers
55.00
"M>>tmsburg Cong., for L e s t e r Meyers
67.65
E. E. Coble Elizabethtown for L e s t e r
Meyers
5.00
India Famine Fund
Mva and Sr. Lehman—Carlisle, P a
25.00
Jno K. Landis—Souderton, P a
16.00
R. S. McTaggart—Kindersley, Sask
20.00
Sr. R. S. M c T a g g a n — S t a y n e r , Ont
5.00
J . S. Lehman—Gormley, O m
4.00
Bertie S. S.—Stevensville, Ont
100.00
Armenian, African and India Special Campaign
Berlin Baptist Cong.—Berlin, N. J
10.00
Alice Maggart—Troy, Ohio
5.u0
Mrs. M. Olson—Chicago, 111
10.00

Ethel Olson—Chicago, 111

10.00

Total Cash Balance and Month's Receipts
Expenditures
To India F a m i n e Fund and E x c h a n g e . . . .
B a l a n c e of F a r e to Thom. Cook & Sons . . .
Special to Eld. Steigerwald, Africa
A r m e n i a n and Syrian Relief
Total Month's E x p e n d i t u r e s

$4543.39
381.00
576.42
200.00
382.29
•

1539.71

Balance in General F u n d

3003.68
S. G. ENGLE, T r e a s u r e r .
4014 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
This r e p o r t w a s intended for t h e F e b r u a r y 23 issue, but
w a s delayed.

"HERE AM I, SEND ME".
We are wondering how many will respond to tut
call we issue here with the same alacrity as did the
prophet Isaiah, when Jehovah needed a messenger.
We feel we must secure at least 1,000 additional
subscribers in the next two months and we wane yr>U
to help.
The only motive we have in t h u s increasing the
present list of subscribers is the glory of God. Many
write us of the spiritual help and blessing the Evangelical Visitor is to them. We are anxious to extend
its field of usefulness.
We have the following premiums to offer for
New Subsribers to the Paper.
Premium Offer No. 1.
For One New Subscriber and $1.50. A Beautiful
Scripture Text Calendar for 1920, or "God's Thought
of Man in Creation and Test."
Premium Offer No. 2.
For Two New Subscribers and $3:00, "Pleasure
and Profit in Bible Study," or "Five Hundred Bible
Studies."
Premium Offer No. 3.
For Three New Subscribers and $4.50, "Teachers'
Training" or Text Calendar and any one of the books
mentioned in offers No. 1 and 2.
Premium Offer No. 4.
For Five New Subscribers and $7.50, "South and
South Central Africa," or "The New Tropical Text
Book," or "Heavenly Life and Types of the Holy
Spirit."
Premium Offer No. 5,
For ten New Subsribers and $15:00; "Crudens'
Complete Concordance" or a beautiful Holman selfpronouncing Bible. '
Be careful to write plainly and give full address
of every subscriber, and send money to EVANGELICAL VISITOR, NAPPANEE, IND. (Canadian Currency not accepted.)

" N o w abideth F a i t h , H o p e , C h a r i t y , b u t t h e g r e a t e s t
or these is C h a r i t y . "

